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Summary Report - Study on Improvements in WA Agricultural Digital Connectivity Infrastructure

1 Introduction

This report summarises fi e research documents prepared for the Department of Primary Industries and
Regional Development that review the conditions regarding digital telecommunications connectivity in
Western Australia  with a special focus on the Wheatbelt in the south west section of the State.
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The supporting documents and related
information that have been summarised
here are shown in figure 1 opposite, The
five study documents cover regulation,
markets and competition, International and
National case studies, Policy, Regulatory
and Action recommendations and co¬

investment options.

These documents contain information
about communications companies 
infrastructure, and their future intentions
regarding infrastructure investment, and so
should be treated as commercial-in-
confidence. This document summarises the
research carried out for this project and the Rsure 1 -«>»*¦*

opportunities and recommendations for the State Government in support of the development of
telecommunications infrastructure that will provide improved broadband services in regional and rural
areas.

A number of additional activities were carried out and are shown below the study documents. These
activities include an assessment of market demand in the Wheatbelt, market sounding with industry
stakeholders and the de elopment of a database that contains demand and infrastructure analysis for all
Local Government Area (LGAs) in the Wheatbelt region.

2 The Telecommunications Market - Supply and Demand

The National Broadband Network (NBN) was established in April 2009 to provide fast broadband access
infrastructure, on a wholesale basis to enable Retail Service Providers to deliver broadband services -
primarily for residential consumers.

At the time, the Federal Government recognized the economic value of low-cost high-speed broadband
services that should be available to all Australians. Throughout the time the NBN has been under
construction, there have been numerous re orts produced in Australia and internationally, suggesting GDP
growth could increase by 2% or more1 when ubiquitous broadband services are available.

In 2018 there is little debate over the critical economic value of broadband services and the importance of
the availabil ty of the infrastructure to support delivery of these services. *

htfpsyAwAvZ.deloitte.com/content/ am/Deloitte/au/Documents/finance/deioitte-au-fas-benefits-htehs ceed-bf03db3nd-v2-24Q914.pdf

https: /www.itu.int/ITU-D/treg/broadband/ITU-BB-Reports lmpact-of-Bf03dbanci-on-the-Econorov.pdf

https://wvjw.oecd.orB/sti/407gl696.pdf
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Australia has a widely dispersed population and in regional and rural areas limited demand concentrations
have not justified the same telecommunications investment as is available in cities. Australia has a land area
that exceeds all of Western Europe and the population of only a little more than one ofthe smaller countries,
Romania.

This means Australia s economies of scale when deploying new telecommunications infrastructure are
relatively poor, and this problem is at its greatest in regional and rural areas. In these areas there is a high
reliance on the delivery of NBN ser ices via fixed  ireless in and around regional towns and NBN SkyMuster
satellite in almost all areas outside population centers.

These technologies cannot deliver the same access speeds as fibre optic cables and are subject to congestion
and weather related interruption. Media reports express concern2 about coverage and download speeds
and in April 2018 the NBN accepted that some fixed wireless sites were providing  unacceptable  connection
speeds of 3Mb/s or less during busy periods.

The NBN SkyMuster satellite service which commenced in April 2016 to replace an earlier satellite service
that had reached a point of unacceptable service performance3 has itself experienced difficulties4.

By comparison, countries such as Singapore and Japan, which have high and relatively consistent population
density, have achieved high s eed broadband services in most parts of the country. The OECD ranks
Australia5 in February 2018 at 55lh in terms of average download speeds6 7. This ranking has been dropping in
recent years and is a contributor to the debate about the NB  performance.

The demand for digital services continues to grow strongly and tables 1 and 2 provide estimates derived
from forecasts from CISCO, a large digital networking equipment company78.

Cons m r Internet Traffic Growth pa 7.016 - 2020 Asia Pacific Region

Service Category Annual Growth Cumulati e Growth by 2020
Internet Video 53% 838%
Web, email and data 20% 248%
Overall growth 27% 330%

Table 1 - Consumer Growth Forecast

Business Internet Traffic Growth pa 2016 - 2020 Asia Pacific Region
Service Category Annual Growth Cumulative Growth by 2020
Internet 20% 248%
Managed internet 10% 61%
Mobile data 49 734%
Overall  rowth 22 270%

Table 2 - Busin ss Growth Forecast

The tables show forecasts of considerable growth in demand from consumer and business customers, driven
by internet video, web and email access and mobile data in particular.

We conclude that on the basis of current performance of NBN infrastructure, that in regional and rural areas
that the NB   ill not be able to meet the connectivity needs of consumers - particularly business users.

2 https://www.techfadar.com/news/nbn-wireig55.evervthing vou-need-to-know-about-f1xed-wireiess-connections

https:/Aw/w.itnews.com.au/news/nbn-co-reveals-dlstfibution-of-fi ed-wireless-speeds-48965S

3 <pre SkyMuster reference>
4 https://www.channelnews.com.au/sky-muster-problems-nbn-co-considers-plan-for-third-satellite/
shttps://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=l&ved=OahUKEwju8vKviOfaAh LyrwKHfVNDXAQFggnMAA&url=http%3A%
2F%2Fwww.oecd.org%2l:sti%2Fbroadband%2F&usg=AOvVawlFEhCNFIotZQzljfA2HYXP
shttPS;//ww .aoogle.com.au/url?sa=t&rct-i&Q-&esrc=s&source=web&cd=13&ved-03hUKEwigxMroiufaAhWHTr KHVoUDoYQFghxMAw&url=htt

psi&3A%2F 2Fwww.the3U5tralian.com.au362Fnews%2Fnatlon%2Fnbn-co-predicts-plckup-as-australia-loses-places-in-lntemet-speed-

rankingsX  hews-storv?<2Fa5025cc691f489 5fbd3a98d74b646d6&usB=AOvVaw2W4fCoOWDdDZLFtgovN9cF

7 https://www.dsco.eom/c/en_au/index.html
a https://www.cisco.eom/c/en/us/solutlons/collateral/service-provlder/visual-networklng-lnde -vnl/complete-whlte-paper-cll-481360.html
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3 Essential Infrastructure

A key element of broadband service delivery is the  backhaul  component that brings  holesale connectivity
to a distribution point  here services are provided into an area using cables, orfixed wireless. Figure 2 shows
the main elements of the economic model for broadband service delivery:

L.   j Equipment Costs

Re enues - Costs = Profit/Loss [ . _ J , Operational Costs

I I Backhaul Costs

Figure 2 - Capital and Operational Costs for Broadband Services Deli ery

Any potential service provider considers their required customer revenues, and achievable market share,
against the fixed and recurring costs to deliver these services. In general, equipment and operational costs
are fixed or reducing as technologies consolidate and remote management reduces operational costs.

The industry agrees that the most significant variable cost is that of connecting its network back to content
delivery networks (e.g., metropolitan data centres) a source of low cost wholesale broadband service -
normally in a capital city where there is active competition for wholesale services.

In regional and rural areas, backhaul costs can be many times those of city and large regional centre costs.

In our view, high backhaul costs are the most significant barrier to investment in high capacity distribution
infrastructure in regional and rural areas in Australia.

Custo er Revenues

4 The Role of the WA State Government

There is a growing view in the telecommunications industry, with local and State Government and many
businesses in regional and rural areas that the NBN is not meeting the communications needs of customers.

The NBN rollout is due to complete in 2020 and we observe that any network improvements sought by
customers fro  the  BN tend to be at additional cost to the end users. This need to s end to improve
services leads to a number of options for market intervention by governments and service providers as
follows:

1. Lobby Federal Go ernment and the NBN to improve their in estment in Western Australia.
The analysis done for this project with respect to agricultural output against broadband
connectivity shortcomings allows the government to indicate where agricultural output may

be compromised through poor services availability.
2. Aggregate State Government demand and seek agreement from local go ernment to also aggregate

their demand in areas where new infrastructure is needed.
This approach, based on an agreement to a committed demand can support new investment
in the region. A number of telecommunications service providers have indicated their

interest in new infrastructure investment if base revenues are assured for an agreed  eriod.
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3. Provide access to go ernment telecommunications resources including fibre optic cables, radio masts
and buildings at  cost-plus' pricing to lower the cost of entry for new infrastructure providers.

This requires a state-wide summary of rele ant infrastructure (cables, radio masts and support,
suitable buildings etc). It is understood that conditions of use will apply for many agencies that
own these assets and that achieving a state-wide clarity on how third parties can use these assets
may take some time. This option has long-term value but may have limited value until the

conditions of use are determined with agencies.
4. Seek funding sup ort from the Federal Government from a variety of funds that support investment

in regional infrastructure.
These funding sources are numerous and changing and have been summarised in the projects 
Deliverable 3. We recommend active pursuit of these opportunities for all the projects

recommended in the next section.
5. Encourage third parties - industry, service providers and local government to cooperate to invest in

new infrastructure.
Cooperation is not a common feature of the telecommunications industry behaviour, but this is
changing, and consultation conducted with a range of carriers, infrastructure builders and service

providers during the process of this project has indicated that a number of parties are likely to
cooperate in terms of investment and shared infrastructure - the NBN, Optus and local Internet

Service Providers (ISPs) for example.
6. Finally, where gaps still appear in the provision of essential telecommunications infrastructure, State

Government funding such as co-investing with the NBN, carriers and/or private industry in bringing

new projects to a level of financial viability that Justifies their implementation
It is most likely that while steps 1-5 above will reduce the funding  gap  for projects in Western
Australia, these activities will not by themselves make many projects viable. To make a significant
impact on telecommunications services, they will need to be part funded in many cases

In order that any telecommunications infrastructure in which government might invest will be
used by licensed service providers, the infrastructure must meet normal best in industry
requirements for enterprise grade design and construction. This is because service providers will
only be comfortable using shared infrastructure that is designed and constructed to normal
industry standards because service providers are constrained by the Telecommunications Act to

rovide high availability services.

The remaining funding gap can potentially be met by government in a number of ways:

Government: The New South Wales government has established a $50 million scheme to improve
telecommunications infrastructure in under-served regions of the state and are accessible by local
government, regional organisations, industry and community organisations from 93 regional council areas.
The project Is intended to build upon the success of the federal government s mobile blackspots scheme, to
which the NSW government contributed $39 million.

But unlike that scheme, where the funds were distributed between the three main mobile
telecommunications companies - Telstra, Optus and Vodafone - the NSW Government plans to invest in
small, niche telecommunications companies that want to serve local communities.

In Queensland, the State Government has announced plans to develop its own fibre optic network, based
on the networks owned by government organisations for their own operational purposes.

Ser ice Pro iders: Current regional service providers in Australia are finding a ready market for their services
where the  BN may only have satellite or fixed wireless services, These service providers are commonly
using their own wireless distribution networks.

If government intervention in the telecommunications market can lower backhaul costs, service providers
are more likely to invest in serving smaller communities.
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5 Recommendations

Government can change the economics of telecommunications infrastructure in regional and rural areas to
encourage in estment by service providers, in the following ways:

i) Aggregate telecommunications demand - using state, local government and community buying
power, provide on a temporary basis a fixed demand and revenues on a service area that encourages
new investment in broadband infrastructure. This approach allows one or more service provider(s)
to better cover their initial costs until they can reach profitability through normal market growth.

ii) Facilitate complimentary investment in infrastructure and services - service providers are
increasingly willing to share the same infrastructure to lower their costs, and this may include radio
masts, new and existing fibre optic cable routes and microwave systems,

Hi) Co-invest in critical infrastructure - where necessary to bring new services to regional and rural areas.
Government may opt to invest in a range of ways from shared investment and return with other
parties, to loans and grants as may be appropriate against the economic benefits of new broadband
services.

iv) These activities are recommended to be applied specifically to the projects In Appendix 1 which are
qualified through the work in this project as offering real benefit for the areas described. This work
is best carried out via an Expression of Interest (Eol) seeking interested participants to cooperate
and co-invest to improve telecommunications services, such as the Selection of candidates for a
series of workshops would come from the Eol selection process, following normal government
procurement practices.

We have used the database developed for this project to identify a number of other areas in the State that
have h gh agricultural output and limited telecommunications infrastructure at present and little
improvement is planned by the NBN. These areas are set out in A pendix 3.
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A  endix 1:

Sample Projects that would Enhance Economic Value for Western Australia and Benefit from Government
Intervention:

Case Study
1 - Mobile
Network
E tension Into
Wheatbelt-4-6
base stations from
Katannina

2 - Fibre cable
planned from

3 - Transfer NBN
satellite to fixed

ireless and/or
cable distribution
- review 40+ EGAs
where this i  going
to happen. [

4-The town of
Albany has limited
competitive fibre
access and a
connection from
Katannlng to
Albany Is only
180km. A cable
that offered open
access would have
value to the  B ,

1 Optus, ISPs etc

Poli y Com lian e
Good - influence
mobile carrier, NB ,
Wireless ISP and local
peak body to
aggregate de and.

Good - Influence
route to ensure
points of
interconnect in a
number of regional
centres. Li ely NBN
backhaul client,
mobile carrier client.
Good-influence
mobile carrier,
Wireless ISP and local
peak bodies to
ag regate demand.
NBN needs low cost
backhaul to change
policy.

Good - would benefit
a number of telecoms
organisations.

R  ulatory Risk
Low if business
case shows a
financial
contribution is
necessary.

Low if business
case shows a
financial
contribution Is
necessary.

Unclear-one

option Is to treat
each affected LGA
as a project with
the NBN and
several fibre
providers and
assess the cost
delta. Prioritise by
cost and benefit.
Bringing in mobile
service provider(s)
may help to
prioritise.
Low if business

case shows a
financial
contribution Is
necessary.

Action Principles
Coordinate via mobile
service provider and NBN to
achieve new competitive
mobile coverage and
potentially NBN fixed
wireless instead of satellite.
Wireless ISP also Interested
Work with cable provider -
their business case does not
stack up, so they need an
additional fixed or recurring
financial input to make the
project viable.

Assess costs and benefits as
a project and approach
mobile carrier - similar In
approach to the first case
study here.

Assess costs and benefits as
a project and approach
mobile carriers,  BN, ISPs-
slmllar in ap roach to the
first case study here.
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Appe dix 2:

3 Note the Information requested will be considered to be highly confidential and government will have to offer a high level of confidence that
Information provided will be kept confidential.
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A pendix 3:

Other Areas in Western Australia where intervention opportunities may be evident - more work is necessary.

Introduction: One of the additional deliverables to support the delivery of this project has been the
development of a database that lists all the local government areas in Western Australia, their primary
agricultural outputs and telecommunications infrastructure assets now and planned by the NBN. While
outside the scope of this project, the further review of the database has identified a number of areas that
warrant assessment for potential support from government to improve communications services. These
areas include:

1 Region - There are a number of opportunities in the Kimberley:

The Ord River area - Lake Argyle / Wyndham has strong agricultural value and poor current and
planned connectivity.

A number of pilots may be considered for pastoral enterprises that are large and remote. These
tie into the Northern Australia Infrastructure Facility ( AIF) development initiati e by the Federal
Government and Project 2 in Appendix 1 - the cable route. The following
notes are edited information from the NAIF website and are timely and highly relevant to this

roject.

Assessing this project would include finding a cable route that supports regional agriculture
connectivity that displaces the NB  satellite ser ice planned for much of the region.

The Investment Mandate Direction 2018 (Investment Mandate 2018) came into effect on 2 May
2018 and can be accessed here. It provides NAIF with increasedflexibility and capability to support
and accelerate projects that will deliver economic and population growth to northern Australia.
The number of mandatory criteria now required by proponents for a project to be eligible for NAIF
finance, in the Investment Mandate 2018 has reduced to five from seven. Eligible projects must:

1. involve the construction or enhancement of Northern Australia economic
Infrastructure;

2. be of public benefit;

3. be located in or have significant benefit for northern Australia;

4. demonstrate the capacity to repay or refinance the loan; and

5. have an Indigenous Engagement Strate y setting objectives for Indigenous
participation, procurement and employment.

T pes of eligible inf astructu e
NAIF Is now able to consider a broader range of infrastructure to better reflect the needs of
regional and remote areas in northern jurisdictions. Examples of the types of projects that may
be eligible include, but are not limited to ports, airports, rail, roads, water, energy and
co munications net or s, social infrastructure (including health facilities, education facilities,
research facilities, training and related accommodation facilities), processing facilities (including
abattoirs and agricultural processing plants) and transhipment vessels.

Page 10 of 12
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a) the transport or flow of people, goods, services or information; or

b) the establishment or enhancement of business activity in a region; or

c) an increase in economic activity in a region, including efficiency in developing or

connecting markets; or

d) an increase in population.

Eligible projects must bring new capacity online either through the construction of new or by
materially enhancing existing infrastructure. Refinancing of existing debt is eligible if new capacity
is created.

Ability to offer up to 100% of the re uire  p oject debt

The Investment Mandate 2018 removes the 50% cap on NAIF debt financing. NAIF can now lend
up to 100  of debt for eligible projects, provided there is appropriate risk sharing. Further the
Commonwealth (as a whole) cannot be the majority risk taker (i.e. must hold   50% of project

equity).

This flexibility to contribute a larger amount of debt will assist in accelerating projects, that would
only otherwise proceed at a slower pace or not proceed at all.

Asa public lender and in making its Investment Decision (to offer or not to offer finance), the NAIF
Board will have regard to the potential of the investment to encourage private sector participation
in financing the project.

Other amendments

The Investment Mandate 2018 also removes the previous non-mandatory criteria, including the
non-mandatory threshold for finance, ma ing It absolutely clear that NAIF is able to consider
smaller projects, where they meet our mandatory criteria. The NAIF s Investment Decision for a
loan of up to $16.8 million for the Onslow Marine Support Base showed that we were already able
to do this. It is significant that our relatively modest Investment in that project is estimated to
contribute $100 million to the economy over a 10-year pe iod and generate approximately 220
jobs during construction and operation. It has also accelerated the development of this project by
3 to 5 years.

However, the Investment Mandate 2018 eliminates confusion that existed among some
stakeholders and the broader community.

The Board will also continue to consider a preference for projects that address an infrastructure
need through a Commonwealth, State or Territory assessment process, pipeline or priority list.

NAIF continues to have a toolbox of potential concessions available to it

An important component of NAIF s value proposition is NAIF s approach to risk.

The Board is able to support viable projects that have a higher level of risk than commercial
lenders can, particularly where the risk relates to factors that are unique to investing in northern
Australia, including distance, remoteness and climate. The Board has significant experience
working and living in northern Australia and understands these risks from both a business and
practical level.

One way NAIF does this is through a toolbox of concessions available to help projects proceed.
For example, longer loan periods to nearly 30 years (compared to 5 to 7 years from commercial
lenders), lower interest rates (then commercial lenders) or deferral of when interest and principal
are payable, or security subordination.
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NAIF s concessions help de-risk the o erall ca ital structure from the private sector perspective,
therefore aiming to increase their participation in infrastructure investment across the north.

Momentum is developing

There is strong demand from potential proponents who want to partnerwith  AIF. NAIF currently
has 92 active potential projects in its pipeline. 21 of these are in the Due Diligence  hase of
assessment, including 8 in Queensland, 7 in the Northern Territory and 6 in Western Australia.

There has been an increase of 75% in projects in due diligence since January 2018 (five months)
and we expect this to increase further under the Investment Mandate 2018.

NAIF expects to make Investment Decisions on 3 to 5 projects this financial year.

We encourage proponents to bring forward projects and for business and civic leaders to consider
the infrastructure needs of your region and whether  AIF can assist in developing them. NAIF
presents a unique opportunity that we recommend proponents take advantage of, while the
opening exists.

Our team is always available to discuss infrastructure investment opportunities that will benefit
northern Australia. They can be contacted on 1300 466 243 or naif@naif.gov.au.

2 Whole of Western Australia - Cattle and Sheep Farm Management

While agriculture has been the main focus of this project, we suggest another area of review could
be we the two main livestock industry sectors in a range of locations:

Beef cattle (10 million - State  ide) - real time farm management is emerging as an important
contribution to growth in the industry and includes monitorin  of water supplies, ground
conditions, animal location, weight and so on. This is referred to as a farming Internet of Things
(loT) and requires an loT communications layer to support connectivity of on-farm management
systems.

There are emerging communications technologies that align with the projects listed in appendix
1 including NB-loT (carrier  rovided loT connectivity from 3G/4G base stations applies to projects
1,2 and 4), specialised satellite and private networks where low cost backhaul is available.

Sheep (14 million -  rima ily co-located within the wheatbelt, but with different needs) - this
industry may align closely with projects 1 and 4 in appendix 1 as the areas covered for the grain
belt include significant sheep farming areas. The deployment of public loT communications should
be reviewed as part of the work recommended in this report.
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WA Agricultural Digital Connectivity Inf astructu e Project

Deliverable 1 - Regulatory Framework Review

While this body of work encompasses the whole of Western Australia, we have concentrated our analysis to
the south-west regions, including the Wheatbelt, Great Southern, Mid-West and Goldfields-Esperance areas
as highlighted in figure 1 below. This is because these areas have the highest concentration of rural

agriculture production and relatively high demand
density with respect to the rest of the State. Analysis
techniques and solution applications developed in the
following pages are applicable throughout the State.

To determine the current level of available
telecommunications infrastructure, the IGA data has

been assessed on a range of layered criteria, such as:

No Telstra exchanges with points of interconnect
- meaning little or no spare capacity into the area Is
available from Telstra (backhaul costs

notwithstanding)

« Minimal number of Telstra mobile towers

e  o  BN cable or fixed wireless base stations (FWS)

-satellite only

The results are then further reviewed to examine
infrastructure  aps based on whether or not they have
been in receipt of mobile infrastructure funding
through the Mobile Black Spot Program (MBSP1 and 2),
State funded mobiles sites, carrier funded mobile sites

Figure 1: Western Australia wheatbelt region

and Regional Mobile Communications Project

(RMCP 1 and2) sites.

This analysis of telecommunications capacity
(current and planned) and demand value has
been developed as a database for this project
and for use by the Department as a tool for
analysis in the LGAs analysed in this report.

fa If1! .f'i Y ¦ . ]' /  ,-  / ,\ 1',_ 1
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Table 1 below is a sample of the dataset using information provided by gaoernment. The colour coding

relates to the following:

e Yellow - No NB  FWS, and/or limited Mobile Black Spot base stations (per program)

• Green -  o NB  FWS

• Orange - No Telstra exchange

| Name Te tra Points of
Interconnect

Telstra
Towers

NBN-FWS MB5P1-T MBSP 2 -T
MBSP

- Optus
MP5B1
(. wealth

RMCP1 RMCP 2

Qrookton Brookton 0 BROOKTON

L  
Kent

Plngrup
Nyablng

1 1 1 1 1

\  
\ Corrigin Corrigin 1 1 2

Westonia nil 1 1 1

. Koorda nil 1  1
iTammln iTammln l

Greater
Gersidton

!
Mullewa 1 2

Cuballln Cuballlng 1
Cuballlng
POPANYINNING

Irwin Oongara 1
OONGARA X2
MILO

1 1

Carnamah
Carnamah
Eneabba

1 Eneabba 1

Plngelly Plngell 1 WEST PINGELLY

Table 1: Dataset - LGAs - All Details

The resultant communications gaps should be readily identifiable and present a constraint to optimal

agricultural production (crop or livestock).

Having identified gaps in current planning (NBN) and capability (Telstra fibre enabled exchanges,
commercially available fibre cable points of interconnect), we will know where intervention is most likely to
be needed, for example through demand aggregation, more black spot solutions, co-investment with third
parties, and lobbying telecoms service providers to compete more effectively for rural services.

We have considered whether we can assess a Return on Investment (Rol) for areas where the database we
have developed identified a likely poor connectivity sol tion into the future (NBN satellite, limited or no
Telstra fibre connected exchanges and so on), and so an analysis was undertaken for each of the target SLAs
based on the potential income generation from the agricultural properties within that SLA.

From the datasets developed to date we have based our figures only on agricultural properties, given the
number in each SLA and average size. Based on ABS figures for Agricultural Production in the Wheatbelt
region 2015-16, we calculated an average dollar rate per hectare ($295 per annum) to determine the
economic value of each LGA (as it relates to agricultural production), as shown in table 2 on the next page.

Currently, we only have numbers of sheep and cattle properties, without an average size, so we are unable
to assume a comparable unit value. This is something we will aim to resolve as work progresses.
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Table 2: LGAs - All Details with Agricultural Land Production Value

Regulatory Requirements and Policy Recommendations

This section discusses government policy and technology delivery approaches for regional and rural areas,
All of these activities are subject to regulatory requirements set out in the Telecommunications Act and in
policy statements by ACMA. Our conclusion at this early stage of the project is that there are no regulatory
constraints  either technical or commercia  in the market that would require government intervention.

As a result, our advice on  olicy recommendations is focused on a range of market intervention activities,

which support policy statements for government su gested in Deliverable 5.

Nationally, NB  Co will provide fixed line broadband to about 93 per cent of premises and serve the

remaining sites in regional and remote areas with fixed wireless and satellite1.

The areas reviewed in this report are those that fall within the  BN Co s wireless and satellite coverage areas.
As a result, these areas are limited to the following types of broadband connections from a variety of service

providers including NBN.

Connection Type Spe d (Do n) Included Data Shapin  o er
included data1 2

Addi ional Data
cost (avg)

Fi ed Wireless
25Mbps to 100Mbps
(Refer to note)

Fixed plans up to
unlimited

No
Nil for unlimited

plans

Satelli e 5Mbps to 25Mbps
60GB Peak
190GB Off-peak

Yes $0.26 per GB

Home Wirel ss (Mobile)

4G coverage area -

5 bps to 300Mbps
3G coverage area - up
to 20 bps

80GB (typical) No
$0.18 per MB
(eg. Telstra)

Tabic 3: R ral Drandhan  Connect ons types

Note: 100Mbps is currently being trialled and is expected to be rolled out country ide.

1 Fibre in New Developments: policy update, released 22 June 2011. See:
www.communications.gov.au/. data/assets/pdf_file/0017/136421/FibreJn_New_Developments_Policy_Upd
ate_3tatament_22_June_2011.pdf.
2 Internet shaping is the lowering of available bandwidth by the Internet Service Provider (ISP) to a customer when that customer
has exceeded their monthly limit  
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Here we can see that with current technology Fixed Wireless access provides a balance between speed and
price  given its relatively low infrastructure establishment cost and its ability to meet the Broadband service
requirements consistent with NBN Co expectations - as a starting point, download data rates of 50 megabits
per second (Mbps), with upload capability bein  proportional. This technology is the most viable option for
servicing the areas as cable distribution is likely to be uneconomical for the NBN orfor other service providers
wanting to provide high speed data.

Figure 2: NBN  ixed wireless coverage

Key: Q Fixed wireless sites
O Unfunded fixed wireless sites

The  Adequately Served  Policy gives network operators and developers some freedom to determine which
access technology is most cost-effective and deploy it and these solutions can be in place of NBN service
where they are able to support voice, comply with Parts 7 and 8 of the Telecommunications Act 1997 (which
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require open non-discriminatory wholesale-only supply, including a Layer 2 bitstream service), be
upgradeable overtime, and operated on a provider of last resort basis.

Private Fixed Wireless

Figure 4 shows there are currently 30+ Or anisations3 in Australia, with over 120 Fixed Wireless Networks
between them providing broadband services to residences and businesses.

Guraldtonn

Perth

A

/r.s'i f n
USTRALIA

NORT ERN
TERRITORY

A stralia

SOU I IT
AUST ALIA

oo
qu

O ...o
o

OtC gjjsbanp
o"  

Figure 3: Private fixed wireless services

Key: © Logic IT /  ode 1
o South Western Wireless (Now Crisp Wireless)

As an example of operators delivering private wireless services, the purple points in figure 4 in Western
Australia refer to South Western Wireless (now Crisp Wireless), which along with Logic IT / Node 1, located

3 http://accan.org.au/broadband/get-connected/adsl-solutlons
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in Geraldton (blue point) and deliver fixed wireless services that can provide significant data storage and
processing capability,  ireless communications, disaster recovery capability, information technology
resource centre capability. The technology is designed to operate in remote locations with minimal support
and can provide the capacity to function as a low level commercial data centre when required. These service
providers offer high capacity wireless services in competition with other service providers such as the NBN,
Telstra and Optus.

As with all such service providers, a key enabler for these alternative services is the availability of low cost
backhaul connectivity to the wireless distribution point. Figure 5 illustrates the major cost inputs to a
broadband distribution business model:

Figure 4 Service Deli ery E onomics

To operate a broadband delivery service, there are three input cost groups:

1. Equipment - radio, data, storage systems costs
2. Operational - staff, power, site rental, insurances costs
3. Backhaul - the cost of fibre optic or radio links to connect the site to wholesale data capacity in a

remote city where wholesale services are available.

The equipment and operational costs are subject to market competition, automation, remote control and
evolving market development that is generally driving prices do n for many elements of these costs.

Backhaul costs are usually not subject to competitive pressure in rural areas, and so can be many times more
expensive that the same services in cities where service providers have much greater choice of backhaul

options.

One of the key factors in achieving rural connectivity to smaller communities is to lower backhaul costs which
then reduce the customer revenues required to break even, and smaller communities can be profitably
served with these alternative technologies.

Satellite

NBIM s Skv Muster Satellite service has been designed as a Long-Term Satellite Service (LTSS) and is
expected to service bet een 200,000 - 400,000 premises, primarily for those who cannot access NBN
fixed line or fixed wireless technologies.

Current Internet Service Providers (ISPs) for NBN Satellite services include:

* ActivSme « Harbour ISP ® Reachnet

® ANT Communications • Skvmesh ® Southern Phone

® BorderNet ® linet
® Westnet

® Clear Networks ® IPSTAR

Table 4 - Retail Service Providers for NBN Satellite Services
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Note: Telstra is currently not one of the NBN Satellite providers, and if satellite is the only option available
for internet services, consumers may have to investigate options for another provider, and the Telstra
Satellite plans are expensive if this appears to be the only option. A 1GB download service starts at $69.00,
up to a 20GB download service at $599.00.

Home Wireless (Mobile)

Mobile Broadband is an internet service delivered over 3G or 4G networks.
Telst a has the most mobile towers throughout the region, covering each IGA within the study.area, as

shown in figure 5 below.

Figure 5: Telstra mobile towersites

The Optus mobile network is deployed as seen in figure 6 below although nearly half of the LGAs in the study

area don t receive Optus mobile coverage.

While this can be seen as limiting user choice in relation to mobile communications, it could also provide an

opportunity to encourage further service deployment, if either sufficient demand aggregation could be
demonstrated, or co-investment is viable. In a later deliverable we discuss several current options to expand

mobile coverage that in turn could improve backhaul reach.
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Figure 6: Optus mobile tower sites

Enhancing market value for gove  ment Intervention, including demand aggregation, use of and
protection of go ernment assets,  orking with the telecommunications industry to encourage their
investment in telecommunications assets.

There are a nu ber of avenues available to Govern ent in order to optimise investment opportunities
with and through the telecommunications industry. They include:

Encouraging NBN to reassess its existing rollout plan to increase the ratio of fixed wireless in relation
to satellite services.

« Utilise the mobile blacks ot programs (current and future) to extend the capacity of the mobile
towers to also accommodate fixed wireless infrastructure. This would ex and the range of fi ed
wireless infrastructure, providing improved backhaul, without expending significant additional funds.

® Utilise all other government funding opportunities (Federal, State and Local), particularly those
relating to regional and economic development.

• By demonstrating sufficient aggregated demand, encourage the telecommunications industry to
invest in infrastructure expansion and service delivery.

a Where possible, make available government owned assets (ie. Fibre, buildings, land) for utilisation by
telcos and other service providers.

® Co-investment by WA Government and industry peak bodies.

WA Agricultural Digital Connectivity Infrastructure Project - Deliverable 1Page 8 of 11
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Opportunities for demand or asset aggregation that ha e the potential for better  alue return from existing
non-carrier infrastructure.

Throughout Australia non-carrier telecommunication network operators are making spare capacity on
existing networks available to telecommunication carriers' . The potential opportunities include provision of:

• Access to fibre optic cable for backhaul purposes
• The use of radio masts and towers for point to point radio links
® Access to buildings for housing telecommunications equipment

The general concept is that carriers can avoid the high cost and delay of building infrastructure to regional
locations. Typical applications include backhaul for NBN, connectivity for large corporate users (e.g. mines)
or other carriers establishing alternate solutions to NBN.

Considerable value can be achieved through the utilisation of Government owned assets. An example of
these can be seen in figure 7 below, which shows potential fibre routes, provided by government for this
project along corridors belonging to Western Power and the ARC rail freight networks.

Figure 7: Government fibre assets and/or  ight of way for cable routes (based on GiS mapping  rovide by WA Government}

Key:   Arc Rail Freight Network (Tier 1)
Arc Rail Freight Network (Tier 2)

- - Arc Rail Freight Network (Tier 3)
Arc Rail Freight Network (Standard Gauge)
Western Power Fibre Network (Overhead) 4

4 Queensland Rail, Ergon Energy, Arc Infrastructure
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According to a recent article5 in the Financial Review, there may be plans to commercialise the fibre routes
and rights of way along transport corridors to de elop a public/private SuperNet in the wheatbelt similar to
the Alberta Supernet in Canada.

Initiatives such as this, which expect to attract community and industry funds, may benefit from access to
Government assets that are valuable to the telecoms industry to reduce deployment costs.

The following excerpt6 describes the importance of the role Government may take in order to bring about
improved economic outcomes through the optimisation of existing and future infrastructure, in this case ...

telecommunications infrastructure.

Government and industry are key dri ers in establishing the enabling infrastructure and capacity building
which opens up opportunities for greater innovation to occur and for the adoption of innovation in the
economy. This is a key issue for WA; for example, expanded information communication technology

infrastructure across regional (Western) Australia will ensure regional businesses can adopt the new
technologies and business systems needed to be globally competitive. Local and regional agrifood businesses
would be able to apply a raft of decision making, remote sensing and automated systems that were previously

unavailable.

Minimising the cost of installing and using telecoms infrastructure - such as lo ering gove nment bar iers
to the use of public land for cable  outes

In order for the further installation of telecoms infrastructure (such as connecting a new mobile tower with
a point of interconnect), access to an existing fibre route or to a ri ht of way suitable for a fibre route is

important.

A key to enhanced value for the telecommunications Industry would be the development of a state wide
telecommunications asset register that includes all agencies relevant assets and where possible, cooperating
local government. Examples of suitable assets include:

• Fibre optic cable routes

® Microwave radio links

• Right of way access for new cables

® Buildings that offer antenna support

® Buildings that offer equipment location and power

Conclusions

In this deliverable,  e propose a number of conclusions as follows:
The regulatory environment does not impose undue technical or commercial constraints on the
deployment of telecommunications infrastructure in regional and rural areas.

® We have describe  in broad terms the telecommunications deployment technologies in use in
regional and rural areas. It is our view that the NBN deployment of fixed wireless and satellite
services is likely to impose service quality constraints on consumers, especially those engaged in

5 Broo field, farmers take on Telstra with WA SuperNet rollout-www.afr.com Dec 3 2017
6 Western Australian State Government Agencies Response to Innovation and Science Australia 2030 Issues Paper
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business activities that require reliable high capacity services. These potential problems are more
as a result of financial constraints leading to contention and therefore congested services rather
than intrinsic technical limitations. The problems being discussed in the media regarding
telecommunications in regional and rural areas are in part a result of the NBN financial constraints
and also the impact on other industry providers who have largely stopped infrastructure
investment as a result of the NBN rollout.

• So, we do not believe current regulatory framework in Australia is a contributor to
telecommunications problems in regional and rural areas.
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WA Agricultural Digital Connectivity Infrastructure Project

Delive able 2 - Competition and Ma ket Access Regulations

Government at all levels ac nowledges the vital economic value of high speed broadband infrastructure
being universally available to business and residential customers. It is also important that competitive
services are available as far as possible to support price, innovation and service quality competition.
Broadband services are now a universal communications medium for voice, video and data services for both
business and residential users. In many parts of Australia, particularly regional and remote areas, economies
of scale do not permit the provision of high density services seen in larger metropolitan and urban areas.

The NBN cost for a national rollout has changed considerably since the start of construction in 2009 and we
are seeing compromises of the original infrastructure plans to spread connectivity more widely and at a lower
cost per premise connection. In regional and rural areas where connectivity costs per connection are high, it
is likely that fewer premises will achieve the same connectivity as in the cities and atthe time of writin  (April
2018) it is becoming clear that many in the telecommunications supply-side market, and consumers believe
that there are and will be gaps in NBN infrastructure performance that will limit service quality in terms of
download and upload speed and potential congestion at busy times.

In response to this the Government in 2012 created the  Adequately served  policy to give private industry
the ability to address these gaps so that NBN does not need to deploy network in that area to meet its 93 per

cent fibre coverage obligation.

Operators can make commercial decisions about whether to roll out networks in competition with NB ,
noting that these networks will need to comply with the level playing field provisions under Parts 7 and 8 of
the Telecommunications Act 1997, unless granted a ministerial exemption from those provisions.1

The next challenge of backhaul connectivity to supply an 'Adequately Served' service can be in part addressed
through the use of private or state owned optic fibre or other transmission assets. This would be done in
accordance with Division 4 of Part 3 of the Telecommunications Act 1997 (the Act) which provides

administrative arrangements for the granting of Nominated Carrier Declarations.1 2

A Nominated Carrier Declaration permits the owner of one or more network units to nominate a carrier to

supply carriage services over those units to the public, subject to the carrier satisfying the ACMAthat it would
be in a position to comply with carrier-related obligations in respect of those network units.2

We see no restrictions on the utilisation of these assets, or them being assigned under a Nominated Carrier
Declaration. However, the development of a state-wide telecommunications asset register is recommended
to optimise the govern ent's ability to inter ene in the  arket to reduce costs for se vice provide s. We are
unaware of any commercial constraints on the use of these assets, and if they exist, they should be identified

in the process of compiling the asset register.

1 https://www.communications.gov.au/documents/adequatelv-served-criteria-and-assessment-process-facilitate-rollout-national-

broadband-network

2 https://www.acma.gov.au/lndustry/Telco/Carriers-and-service-providers/Licensing/nominated-carrier-declaration
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Digital and Communications Audit

In developing the communications and market access regulations the following process was used as shown

in figure 1 below:

1-Telstra Exchange location data sourced from Telstra TeBA list {Telstra.com.au) and National Tele hone Exchanges WMS (data.gov.au)

Figure 1: Digital and Communications Framework
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The relevance of each layer to the process as shown In figure 1, is as follows:

Note: The majority of this information was compiled by government before this project commenced and
while very helpful in forming the conclusions drawn in this and other deliverables, we cannot confirm the
accuracy of the mapping information provided in this respect.

State and Regional Trunk Fibre Inf astructure: The baseline for any telecommunications infrastructure is
the availability of fibre optic cable.

Telst a Exchanges  ith TEBA/points of interconnect: The Telstra exchanges with points of interconnect are
those where other carriers (ie. NBN, Optus, Vodafone, TPG, etc.) can connect their respective networks. This
base layer makes it easier to identify potential backhaul fibre network connection points.

NBN Netwo k: The next overlay shows  BN s fixed wireless network, and satellite services to be delivered in
regional Western Australia, with focus on the Wheat/Grain Belt.

State Government Fibre Routes: An important asset base that has the potential to offer lower cost backhaul
to the region for third party service providers.

O tus Net ork: Optus has a trunk fibre route emanating in the eastern states and terminating in Perth.
There is also has a network of mobile towers although they don t cover all LGAs within our study area.

As one of the larger competitors to Telstra, Optus is an im ortant potential service provider if their
investment economics and strategic intent for regional Australia apply.

Vocus G oup Fibre Route: Vocus has a trunk fibre route also emanating in the eastern states which
terminates in Perth but follows a more northern route than for the Optus cable.

Vocus makes its fibre available to private operators and where they have been able to offer better backhaul
pricing than is available from Telstra this has resulted in some new infrastructure investment for broadband
services delivery.

Other Infrastructure P oviders: We refer primarily to satellite service providers such as Speedcast who are a
large aggregator and reseller of satellite demand (they have no satellites of their own) and who are likely to
offer competitive access services in regional WA, including as direct competitors to the NBN Sky Muster
satellites. This technology will be increasingly cost effective for small communities too far from fibre optic
cables for cable or microwave radio linking.

Private B oadband Providers: These organisations and their econo ic d i ers have been discussed in
Deliverable 1. In our view, these organisations are most likely to respond to the need for high speed
broadband services if their economic drivers are positive,  ith low cost backhaul service as the key enabler
for their new investment.

Mobile Voice and Data Provide s: This part of the industry experiences rapid change and significant
investment in new technologies, driven by highly competitive and profitable markets for smart phones and
tablets that need high speed digital access services. There are a number of reasons why this layer of
communications is important:

• Download speeds for data on the current 4G mobile devices can be in excess of lOMb/s in good
coverage areas and this is likely to exceed ADSL speeds in much of regional WA. While costs can be
high based on data caps, competition between the mobile service providers (Telstra, Optus and
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Vodafone) in the cities is driving up download limits and these benefits translate to country areas. This
means that o er time download costs from mobile devices are dropping and closing the gap to ADSL
and potentially to other services. We note that the NBN is using 4G services from the carriers to provide
an alternative wireless service in some areas.

• The transition to 5G services from 2020 will bring significant increases In download speeds to mobile
devices and an increase in the number of base stations required all over the country to conserve radio
spectrum. It is unlikely that regional areas will get the same density of 5G base stations but some hybrid
of 4G/5G technology will overall increase broadband access across the region.

• If lower backhaul costs can be achieved in the region, this will attract Optus and Vodafone to compete,
increasing competition and access to mobile download options.

• In our view, mobile broadband access will continue to attract strong market demand and benefit the
region throughout WA - especially if backhaul prices are reduced.

Layer 1: State and Regional Trunk Fibre Infrastructure
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Layer 2: Telstra Coverage Information

Telstra are cooperative but unlikely to be able to help improve connectivity in regional and rural areas at the

moment for the following reasons:

Telstra s backhaul to the region is generally too expensive for local service providers to invest in

distribution infrastructure - it is unlikely they  ill change their pricing until a significant threat to their

revenues and customer retention is evident.

® Telstra will retain its role as the Infrastructure Provider of Last Resort (IPLOR) in relation to voice service

n NBN Co s wireless and satellite areas, and this does provide some justification for Telstra to invest

in or support regional connectivity.

Figure 4: Telstra exchange  wit  points of interconnect Figure 5: Telstra TEBA sites

Figure 4 above shows Telstra's exchanges with potential points of interconnect which could be made
available for backhaul. Note that this information has been provided as part of the government data

collection program before this project commenced.

Telstra Exchange Building Access (TEBA), as seen in figure 5 above, gives access to floor space and facilities
such as security, electricity, cable trays and interconnection cables in Telstra exchange buildings. TEBA
gives access to install and operate non-Telstra owned equipment for interconnection with Telstra s

networks.

WA Agricultural Digital Connectivity Infra tructure Project - Deliverable 2Pag  5 of 24
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Layer 3: NBN Rollout Plan

The NBN offers a range of connectivity to residential and
business premises in Australia. Fibre to the Premise (FttP)
offers the highest speed connection and is not planned for

the majority of regional/rural Western Australia.

nbnTI

Fibre to the Node utilises existing copper cables to connect
into the residential and business premises to sa e the cost of
lead-in fibre cablin  and as a result has some limitation on

connection speed.

nbn™
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In the cities, again to reduce the cost of premises connection,
the NBN is re-using  cable TV  networks kno n as HFC

(Flybrid Fibre Coax) which also imposes some connection
speed limitations.
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For much of the Wheat/Grain Belt region, fixed wireless
connections to town-based premises and rural properties
will be used to avoid cabling costs.

nbn™
Fixed
Wireless A

f'
.n

For the more remote areas of the region, the NBN satellite
service will be the connection of last resort.

nbiv h
Satellite

Figure 6: NBN Deployment Methods
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The NBN fixed line and fixed wireless coverage for the Wheat/Grain Belt is summarised as shown in the
following diagrams. All areas not shown as covered are either serviced via NBN Satellite or Telstra service.

The NBN rollout map, Figure 7, displays the NBN fixed service (Line and Wireless) coverage within the
Western Australian southern region. The data further illustrates that many of the fixed services are Fixed

Wireless.
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Figure 7: NBN Fixed service coverage

N.B.  BN fixed line refers to there being a  physical  connection such as, coax cable, copper twisted pair, fibre

optic cable, etc.

The NBN currently has licenced radio spectrum for backhaul to most current and planned Fixed Wireless
sites. Radio links are typically less expensive to install than Fibre over long distances and the trade-off being
as distance increases the Radio links have a lower usable bandwidth than Fibre. Unlike Fibre, radio is
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susceptible to interference from a weather events which adversely affects its performance and ultimately
end user experience. These factors mean that careful planning and dimensioning of radio links is required to
ensure acceptable reliability. The example below shows a case where under dimensioning of radio lin s

would adversely affect service.
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Figure 8: Shared radio link example
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However as can be seen below some of the Fixed Wireless access points are terminating within close
proximity to Exchange Fibre infrastructure, and utilising fibre assets would pro ide a more robust and larger
useable bandwidth than radio. This could allow enough backhaul capacity to provide better services overthe

Fixed Wireless network.

NBN Fixed Wireless is a radio based network, and as a result it has the same characteristics of the radio
backhaul discussed earlier. The NBN Coverage map as seen below illustrates where the current NBN Fixed
Wireless solution does not completely cover all properties within its range. This may be due to a number of
factors that affect radio transmission. To bring these locations onto the existing NBN Fixed Wireless network
would involve a major infrastructure investment, and so the default, for cost reasons is satellite service.

Figure 11 shows the extent in which a typical agricultural operation may achieve limited or no connectivity
via NBN Fixed Wireless and so would be forced to resort to NBN satellite or other services.
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Figure 11: Progenies in radio shadow
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The outcome of the coverage forecast in figures 10 and 11 is that a sizable agricultural operation, as seen in
figure 12 is likely to be underserviced to the point where lack of connectivity could result in a deficiency in

business performance.

Figure 12: Multiple agricultural  roperties in an NBN Fixed Wireless Shadow

The press is currently critical of NBN results delivered to consumers in many parts of the country, especially

in regional areas.

We believe that the NBN is likely to address and resolve matters of contention and reliability that are

currently evident and so to some extent consumer grade services are likely to im rove in time.

The NB  has recently acknowledged that they may not meet all consumers  expectations through their
advertised cable, radio and satellite access services, and now welcome enquiries for the provision of
improved infrastructure - in many cases at additional cost especially if consumer grade services are not

acceptable to business users.

Layer 4: State Government Fibre Network

We believe that if all State Government assets were consolidated, a single fibre networ  that comprises

existing fibre cables and ri hts of way for new fibre cables would have value for the telecommunications

industry. We realise that there is relatively little fibre optic cable owned by government that could be

commercially available, compared example with Queensland3. Our conclusion drawn in later deliverables is

that a similar contiguous network in Western Australia would require considerable funding input from

3  ote: It is estimated there are approximately 2,000 fibre route kilometres in Queensland that could be

relatively easily integrated to create a wholesale government network.
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government and co-in estment partners. Deliverable 5 identifies a number of local co-investment

opportunities where the infrastructure / demand combination appears attractive for co-investment study.

This could reduce backhaul costs to regional WA - thereby attracting a range of service providers who will
be attracted by reduced backhaul costs to provide service in areas that need better service than is currently
provided by the NBN. Other government assets would include buildings and radio structures that could
support lowering the cost of microwave radio links to further expand a potential state-wide network that
may be a co-investment initiative between government, carriers and local communities.
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Layer 5: Optus Fibre Routes

Optus advise they ha e a budget to invest in new infrastructure in regional areas where there is demand for

improved services.

Any future involvement for Optus in resolving connectivity issues in rural areas will require closer working
relations, suitable confidentiality arrangements and to show clarity on where their infrastructure can
contribute to regional connectivity. We believe that government has an important role in facilitating
cooperation between carriers such as Optus, Telstra, Vocus and the NBN to align interests and help support

the investment in new infrastructure.

Layer 6: Vocus Communications Fibre Route

Vocus Communications ( as IMextgen) is the owner of a trunk fibre route linking Perth with the eastern
states and then north to Geraldton. Fibre route breakout points are unknown and so it is difficult to
determine where these cables can be used to provide useful backhaul points of interconnect. Like Optus, we
believe that Vocus has a potentially important role in lower cost backhaul provision in regional areas.
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Layer 7: Other Infrastructure Providers

We have focussed on satellite communications in this section, and the trends towards satellites with

increasing capacity for download speeds may disrupt parts of the market dedicated to terrestrial access to
broadband ser ices in regional and remote areas. The new NBN Sky Muster satellites are expected to
experience performance constraints as customer numbers build and as with all shared capacity systems, the
access speed for individual users will decline as a result.

We expect the following trends will impact the ability of satellite technology to support the delivery of
broadband services in regional areas:

• The NBN satellite sy tems are aimed at domestic customers and so some contention is likely with

variable download speeds overtime. We have measured a sample of download speeds in the Central

Highlands of Queensland and in general they are fast and effective (ie. 24+Mb/s downhaul - 4+Mb/s

upload) compared to current ADSL or other access services. We believe these download speeds will

reduce as more consumers are connected to the satellites.

• New small satellites (sometimes called Cube Satellites) are low in cost to build and launch and may

change the economics of satellite service delivery. These satellites may compete with Sky Muster and

are likely to be an increasingly relevant option in the future, especially in more remote areas.

® Overall, prices will come down for domestic satellite services in the next 5 years due to increasing

competition and lower costs for satellite operators.

® Satellite services have inherently high latency (signal delay) and are likely to have relatively low

download limitations.

Layer 8: Private Broadband Providers

The private sector is investing in a variety of fixed wireless
technology to offer an alternative to the  BN and companies
such as South Western Wireless, Wi-Sky and BigAir have
distribution systems that have a structure similar to that as

shown to the right in figure 16. In this way larger communities
can be connected to smaller areas of demand via radio links
as shown, with the key economic determinant being the
demand value at the major node - normally constructed along
a fibre optic cable route where backhaul costs are acceptable.

Our advice in this respect is that where backhaul prices drop,
private broadband providers will be able to access smaller
population areas to become profitable and can be attracted
into regional areas as a result.
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Fig re 16: Regional Fixed Wireless Topology
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Layer 9: Mobile  oice and Data Providers Coverage

Telstra 4G Coverage - The three mobile providers who own their infrastructure (Telstra, Optus and

Vodafone) are operating in a competitive and profitable part of the telecommunications market and they
invest more in their mobile technology than in any other area since the advent of the NBN. This market
changes technology platforms increasingly often (2G, 3G and now 4G) to meet market demand for download

services for smart phones and tablets.

The next significant investment will be in the rollout of 5G technology from 2019 and this  ill deliver

significantly faster download speeds (up to and beyond lOOMb/s) to mobile devices. Many in the industry
consider the advent of 5G services will support broadband demand requirements for many users and reduce

the demand to some degree on fixed services such as those delivered by the NBN.

Key: j Mobile Blackspot Coverage

Mobile Blackspot Coverage with External Antenna

| Regional Mobile Communications Project Coverage

Regional Mobile Co  unications Project Coverage with E ternal Antenna

Existing Next G® Coverage

Existing Ne t G® Coverage  ith External Antenna
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While this competition from 4G/5G mobile services with the NBN is speculative, it will be a potentially
valuable alternative to NBN services, especially where the NBN services offer limited access speed.

In order to deliver 5G services, many more base stations are needed to conserve radio spectrum and this
expensive development of service providers  networks will probably not be economic in some regional areas
due to the poor economies of scale. We believe that in regional Australia and the Wheat/Grain Belt there will
be a hybrid 4G/5G approach where high speed services in some key distribution centres are likely, and the
current 4G approach will apply in other parts of the State. The black spot funding process supported by the
Federal government will continue to be an important option for improving services and may work best with
co-investment from carriers and State government to improve several layers of infrastructure from fibre and
radio backhaul to radio masts and towers and buildings access.

In summary, mobile technologies will increasingly become a viable alternative to NBN for some users. If Optus
and Vodafone can justify increased infrastructure in the Wheat/Grain Belt, competitive pressures will deliver
lower costs and evolving technology will facilitate increasing download speeds.

The following maps show the respective mobile coverage areas of the three major mobile providers.

Optus 4G coverage - Figures 19, 20 & 21 below shows Optus  current and planned 4G mobile network

Key: O 4GX - typical download speed 2 to 75 Mb/s
3G - typical download speed 1 to 20 Mb/s
3G Outdoor - typical download speed 1 to 20 Mb/s
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Vodafone has 3G and 4G coverage in some LGAs within the Wheat/Grain Belt, as seen in figure 22 belo .

4GX - typical download speed 2 to 75 Mb/s
3G - typical download speed 1 to 20 Mb/s
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Mobile Black Spot Programs have been responsible for the deployment of a considerable number of base

stations throughout the Wheat/Grain Belt and to date there have been four programs:

® Regional Mobile Communications Project (RMCP)

- RMCP 1 -113 sites completed between January 2012 and September 2014

- RMCP 2-23 sites completed between December 2014 and June 2016

® Mobile Black Spot Program (MBSP)
- MBSP 1 -109 sites (WA co-funded) and 21 sites (Only Commonwealth and carriers)

- MBSP 2-78 sites (55 Telstra and 23 Optus)

- Both MBSP 1 and 2 due for completion by end December 2018

Key: Q RMCP 1
O RMCP 2
O MBSP 1
O MBSP 2
O MBSP 1 (not co-funded by WA Government)
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Mobile connectivity is the main investment driver for carriers at present, especially with the advent of the

NBN competing for fixed location services where these same providers and many others are required to

become retail service providers using NBN infrastructure.

Mobile technology information capacity is increasing as each technolo y generation is installed and the

4G/5G mix in regional areas will potentially support larger community areas where economies of scale

support competition with Telstra, which has the best backhaul capability. Providing better backhaul

connectivity will encourage competition between these organisations.

An interesting scenario is to test the following roles:

• Co-investment in backhaul Infrastructure could involve NB  use to transition from satellite to fixed

wireless at the end of the backhaul route-an early and long-term user in the NBN is valuable

• Mobile carriers wanting to establish 4G/5G infrastructure at the end of the backhaul route are the

other foundation capacity user

• Private service providers, likely wireless internet service providers would also have access to low cost

backhaul and in effect may decide to compete with NBN fixed wireless services.

While demand for high speed connectivity in farms will increase as is the case with all consumers, the demand

density in farming areas is unlikely to change and so the return on investment for the three large mobile

service providers is unlikely to improve without active intervention in the market by government and this is

discussed in detail in deliverable 5.

Market Access Options - History, Discussion and Ap roach

There are three important regulatory structures that permit a variety of service providers to invest in and

provide telecommunications services in Australia. These structures are the Telecommunications Act 1977

and subsequent amendments, the control of the competitive environment by the Australian Competition

and Consumer Commission (ACCC) and the control of telecommunications resources for equity of use - the

Australian Communications and Media Authority (ACMA).

The overall purpose of these structures is to facilitate a competitive service environment where consumers

can expect high quality services at competitive prices. Australia has a highly distributed population base that

in regional and rural areas lacks the economies of scale that apply in more densely inhabited countries.

This  eans that where there is hi h de and d nsity   cities, consumers have a  ide ra  e of services choice,

prices are under competitive pressure and high speed reliable services are generally available, In rural and

regional areas, economies of scale do not apply and so competitors to the incumbent provider - Telstra -

have been often unable to justify investment in overlaid infrastructure, leaving Telstra as the only service

provider.

In most cases, the only technology where this form of competitive activity is evident in regional and rural

areas is  ith mobile services where margins can justify investment, and customer expectations of national

coverage can force loss leading investments in these areas to achieve satisfactory coverage.
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Cable connectivity competition has seldom been subject to the same o erlay investment by Telstra s

competitors, and so the three regulatory structures discussed above have been used to set open access

wholesale pricing to Telstra s cable assets to help others offer competitive services.

In the last ten years it has become apparent that digital services were moving rapidly to become the

convergent delivery technology for all communications services - voice, video and data.

This has helped telecommunications service providers to consolidate networks for all digital delivery to
consumers who in many cases could then determine what type of service was to be delivered to them - often

provided by another service provider with wholesale access to the digital service.

In 2008 the Australian Government determined that this digital convergence provided an opportunity to

im rove competitive access to the whole country through the creation of the National Broadband  etwork

(NBN) which has used government funding to build a wholesale digital (broadband) network that spans the

country and which supports many retail service providers in offering generally consumer grade services which

can be differentiated on price and service quality.

The NBN is largely completed in 2018 and there is widespread consensus that it has not met ex ectations,

es ecially in regional and rural areas. This is largely because fixed wireless and satellite services are used in

places where copper cable-based ADSL services have been provided over Telstra open access cable

infrastructure, and these  B  services do not meet business grade expectations for many organisations. To

exacerbate the problem, the demand for higher speed digital services continues to grow and ADSL, fixed

wireless and satellite arguably cannot meet these demands in the future.

This situation in 2018 has led to  gaps' in coverage in many parts of rural and regional Australia and these

problems have been mapped extensively in this report. At the worst outcome, the increasing demand for

high speed connectivity will result in wider gaps than exist at present.

There are already interventions planned or underway by telecommunications service providers and local and

State government where a range of options can change service conditions and improve connection speed for

many. This section of this deliverable considers the constraints and opportunities for the potential

establishment of new operators including community based and owned operators.

There are two forms of telecommunications carrier licensing applicable to the provision of new services to

close the gaps identified in this report:

i) There are in March 2018, 291 active licensed telecommunications carriers in Australia, permitted by

the Telecommunications Act to provide telecommunications services. These operators are required to

manage and report on their service performance and must compete with ail other carriers. These

organisations are able to build and o erate their o n networks.

ii) There are 92 active organisations operating under Nominated Carrier Declarations (NCD). In this case,
organisations that own telecommunications assets ( network units') can operate under an NCD and

engage with a licensed carrier (the 'No inated Carrier ) to use these assets to provide services to
consumers. The network units can be owned by local and State governments, by power and water

utilities, universities and so on that own these assets normally for their own use.

Carrier licenses are sometimes acquired by local and state government or utilities (Victrack in Victoria,

Nexium in Queensland, Sunshine Coast Regional Council,  SW Electricity etc), but more often, carriers are

solely providing retail services and not operating as an adjunct of a different organisation.
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We have presented a simple economic model previously regarding the investment and return decisions to

be made by a carrier before they will consider entering into an NCD relationship with government for

example:

L _.  Equipment Costs

Revenues - Costs = Profit/Loss I . _ Operational Costs

I I Backhaul Costs

Figure 24 - Carrier/Service Pro ider Economic Model

Government inter ention in the telecommunications market to improve services delivery in simple terms is

illustrated by figure 24 - enhance the economic model and a tipping point will be achieved that supports

investment to close a gap.

In a number of cases in Australia and New Zealand, communities have aggregated demand and offered it to

a number of service providers on the basis that committed revenues will support investment in new

infrastructure. This option requires local coordination of the demand but might not require capital

investment by the service provider.

Where this option does not set the model for a positive outcome, reducing the cost of assets such as backhaul

is necessary, potentially including the demand ag regation. Here, current and proposed government assets
such as fibre optic cables and structures suitable for radio links can be provided under an NCD arrangement

to a competitively selected licensed carrier. There might be an option for the local community, government

and the carrier to jointly invest in the necessary backhaul assets, with an assured period of Indefeasible Right

of Use (IRU) offered to the carrier via the NCD, to give assurance regarding the term whereby a return on

investment will be achieved.

In summary, stakeholders can engage in intervention options as follows:

Local Communities

® Demand aggregation and commitment for a fixed period, subject to mutually agreed Service Level

Agreements (SLAs).

Co-investment in new telecommunications assets, either in cash and/or with in-kind services

Government (State and Local)

• Acquire a carrier license

Demand aggregation - especially local council demand in the area to receive improved services,

subject to  utually agreed Service Level Agreements (SLAs).

e Access to existing assets via an NCD arrangement

• Co-investment in and access via an NCD arrangement

Customer Revenues
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Conclusions:

In planning for the successful expansion of digital connectivity throughout Western Australia s agricultural
regions, it is important to identify the current connectivity  gaps  and determine how they can best be filled.
The following is a precis of how that might be approached, to be summarised with appropriate intervention

options later.

Telst a has the widest coverage with an extensive fibre network linking most (not all) of its exchanges

throughout the state. Currently its exchanges provide either ADSL or NBN fibre (FTTP, FTTN, FTTC) to

homes and businesses in the major towns. Rural areas are then covered by their 3G/4G mobile

® The NBN was initially intended to deliver domestic grade (non-synchronous) broadband connectivity,

which is typically acceptable for personal use and the majority of town-based business and in most

cases was to be delivered via fibre. In the rural environment however, the farm is both a residence

with its range of personal requirements (ie. Education, gaming, entertainment), and a business,

needing to manage farm operations.

e Outside townships, the NBN delivers services via fixed wireless or satellite, and because of high

backhaul costs, satellite services are used in many more locations that would be chosen if low cost

backhaul capacity was available to the NBN.

In the case of fixed wireless the NBN is currently using microwave wireless backhaul from its

distribution points to connect its fixed wireless distribution nodes. This significantly limits the

available bandwidth for the NBN fixed wireless to deliver optimal service.

O tus service in regional areas is primarily mobile. They have a single trunk fibre and currently we

have no knowledge of the availability of breakout points which could be utilised as a point of

interconnect for a fixed wireless service.

However, Optus has demonstrated a willingness to expand its regional network and the potential for

co-investment.

® WA Government owned fibre network, if made available as access to cost-effective backhaul, has

the potential to deliver cost savings to end users, as well as encouraging third party ser ice providers.

Consider carrier formation or  CD relationships with carriers, community and government co¬

investment in new telecommunications assets.
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• Other infrastructure providers: In planning to expand SNA's digital connectivity infrastructure, there

are a number of other or anisations that could play a role and include the following:

- Vodafone

- Vocus

- Torus Networks

- Speedcast

- Private operators delivering fixed wireless (ie. South Western Wireless, Wi-Sky, BigAir, LogicIT,

Node 1)
- New entrants

• Mobile connectivity:  hile 3G and 46 mobile ser ices are generally available, they tend to be more

expensive than alternative broadband services and data limits tend to be insufficient, given that rural

properties require to meet not only personal applications (as previously noted), but the growing

range of business applications.
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WA Agricultural Digital Connectivity Infrastructure Project

Deliverable 3 - Policy and Regulatory Models for Government

It is increasingly recognised that in order for nationwide (or State-wide) distribution of digital
telecommunications infrastructure especially in regional and rural areas, that government must take
an intervention role if this can fit with appropriate risk and benefit scenarios that align with economic
development and investment policies. While in Australia the NBIM has been given the responsibility for
national deployment of wholesale distribution infrastructure that focus had been on providing
domestic connectivity. Economies of scale are lost for this distribution infrastructure in regional and
rural areas as a result of reduced population density and this has led to the adoption of a range of
lower cost technologies (such as Fibre to the Node, Fibre to the Curb, Fixed Wireless and satellite) that
will not provide the same level of performance as Fibre to the Premises as is intended in cities.

These constraints mean in many areas in Western Australia that current copper delivery (ADSL) is
intended to be replaced with satellite services and in these regional and rural areas are some of the
most significant economic drivers for the State - agriculture and mining.

In this body of work, the focus is on digital connectivity in relation to agriculture, most of the value of
which is located within the Wheat/Grain Belt in the south-western comer of the state, as shown in

figure 1 below.
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Digital Engagement Options

Other reports for this project have identified areas in the Wheat/Grain Belt that are likely to receive

poor connectivity from the NBN initiative and in developing any plan for improving regional
communications and digital capacity, the State Government can play a number of roles, as shown in

the table below:

1. Primary: WA Government plays a primary role by using government owned facilities and funds to
invest in and operate a telecommunications network as a public utility. This involves current
government owned facilities where they have value   buildings, radio towers, fibre optic cables and
so on, and making further investments, potentially with a range of co-investing partners, to develop a
new net ork asset that addresses the problems of connectivity discussed above. In this case, the
government, via a suitable agency or co-investing partners would effectively become a

telecommunications carrier, operating a network.

2. Partial: WA Government plays a partial role by making available government owned facilities, but
relies heavily on one or more a private partner(s), particularly for operations, marketing, and
financing. In this case governm nt assets may be used to augment telecommunications systems
owned by one or more licensed carriers to extend reach and/or reduce costs.

3. Facilitator: WA Government uses aggregated demand, a strong understanding of industry trends
and economics, and the ability to act as an expert lobbyist to peak bodies and large service providers
(Federal government Department of Communications and the Arts, the NBN, Telstra, Optus etc) and
other levers to facilitate the ability by private sector partner(s) to play all the roles. In this respect we
assume that the Government does not move into the industry as an investor in any way.

4. Status Quo (do nothing): Leave outcomes to the  BN and other service providers, although
maintain a close watch on gaps and issues using the processes and mapping tool provided in this
project. In time this approach is likely to see normal market forces apply to meet the needs of most
consumers where market failures are in time resolved by new players talking the opportunity to fill

gaps profitably.

Level Model
Regional
Benefit

Regional
Risk

Example Case

Pr mary Build and operate a • Government • Financial return may not This is the establishment of

regional control result unless full costs are state or local government

telecommunications • Regional recovered, which can owned telecoms companies1

network, either using coverage make selling against providing usually wholesale

existing • Customer existing carriers difficult services over existing telecoms

telecommunications assets service and • Operational sustainability infrastructure - most

and/or Installing new assets co munity requires ongoing skills commonly e isting fiber optic
to meet clients specific
nee s.

accountability that the government may
not have.

• Pushback from the
telecoms market players
who may not welcome

government competition,
especially through the
use of tax payer funded
assets.

• Public backlash If
unsuccessful - perceived

waste of public funds

ables used for relevant

government operational
activities along po er or rail
lines for example.

1 Eg Nexium i  Q eensland, owned by Ener y Queensland, VleTrack, Railcorp (NSW), Port of Brisbane, Gold Coast City Council etc
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Le el Model
Regional
Benefit

Regional
Risk

E ample Case

Partial Provide Government
infrastructure and or funds

to the private sector to
build and operate the
regional
telecommunications

network assets

• Reduced risk
« Opportunity

for future
expansion on

an  as
required'

basis
• Potential for

increased
competition

¦ as multiple
ser ice

providers can
be attracted

« Financial risks - reduced
control of outcomes

• Operational
sustainability may be
reduced

« Pushback from
incu bents who do not
engage  ith
Government

• Public backlash If
unsuccessful

Potentially likely where
Government needs telecoms
assets (likely fibre or radio links)
for Its o n operational
purposes, and for a marginal
cost, can provide additional
capacity for connectin  other
customers. More likely than the
'Primary' option and

ana ement and operation can

be provided by expert third
parties. Can ag regate demand
and provide some funding to
attract service provider
invest ent in areas where there
Is a need for better services.

Facilitator Utilise Government
resources (le. Grant funds,

aggregated demand) to
encourage the private
sector to deliver an end-to-

end ser ice

• Reduced
Government
investment or
risk

• Shared risk
and reward
across sectors
and
community
stakeholders

• Uneven coverage,

Inability to spread
benefits to poorly served
areas

• Limited local control over
outcomes

Most likely - using the mapping
tool and methods set out In
these documents to identify
and find ways to close
telecommunications gaps.

Status

Quo

Do nothing Nil
Go ernment
In estment

• Competitive
disadvantage against
other States, most of
whom are intervening
in the telecoms
market.

A practical option, but all
the evidence at the present
time (March 2018) indicates
that the NBN will not be
able to meet all the needs of
customers, and if this is the
case, there are economic
costs for the Region s,
particularly the
Wheat/Grain Belt in having
relatively poor broadband
services.

Table 1: Digital Engagement Options

Funding Opportunities to Close Inf ast uctu e Gaps

When a capital cost to extend services to meet consumer demand has been assessed with the NBN or
another service provider, as discussed above, and these third parties will not fund the service
extension, there is value in exploring funding options from  overnment sources as set out below:

Federal Government Grants

Regional G o th Fund

The Federal Government is providing $472.2 million over four years from 2017-18 to establish a

Regional Growth Fund.

The Regional Growth Fund will include $272.2 million to provide grants of $10.0 million or more for
major transformational projects which support long-term economic growth and create jobs in regions

undergoing structural adjustment.
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Community Development Grants Fund

The Community Development Grants Fund provides funding for critical projects where the local
community has identified the need for new or upgraded facilities. Projects range from new sporting
facilities, to upgrading community centres and small-scale infrastructure projects.

Community Development Grants Fund projects contribute to the local economies, create jobs and
boost the confidence within a region. To date, funding of more than $941.2 million has been
committed to more than 750 projects including more than 450 projects since the 2016 Federal
Election.

Black Spot (Safe  Roads) Projects

Black Spot Projects will recei e funding of $624.5 million from 2013-14 to 2019-20, to help make
roads safer for motorists, cyclists and pedestrians. Each State and Territory receives a share of the
total funding, based on population and crash data.

Blac  Spot Projects will continue to receive $60.0 million a year from 2020-21 for road safety works
such as roundabouts, crash barriers and street lights at places where there have been serious crashes
or where serious crashes are likely.

More than 60% of road deaths and a significant proportion of serious injuries occur outside
metropolitan areas. In line with national road safety policy objectives, approximately 50  of Black
Spot funds in each State (other than Tasmania, the ACT and the Northern Territory) are reserved for
projects in non-metropolitan areas. This ensures that crash locations in rural areas are treated.

During the construction or refurbishment of road corridors, fibre infrastructure (cable or simply ducts)
can be laid at marginal cost. This can significantly reduce the overall cost of infrastructure deployment,

particularly in regional and rural areas.

Local Government Financial Assistance Grant

The Local Government Financial Assistance Grant program established under the Local Government
(Financial Assistance) Act 1995 provides financial assistance to local governments across Australia to
enable them to meet local priorities. The Australian Government is continuing the Financial Assistance
Grant program which will provide an estimated $8.8 billion to local government overthe period 2017-
18 to 2020-21 approximately $2.5 billion per year. The funding is untied and consists of
two components:

® a general-purpose component which is distributed bet een the States and Ter itories
according to population; and

® an identified local road component  hich is distributed between the States and Territories
according to fixed histor cal shares.
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Weste n Australia Government Grants

Regional Grants Scheme

T e Regional Grants Scheme is a Royalties for Regions initiative, administered by each of the nine
Regional Development Commissions, that seeks to improve economic and community infrastructure
and sen/ices in regional Western Australia.

The Regional Grants Scheme and Community Chest Fund are Royalties for Regions initiatives that seek
to improve economic and community infrastructure and services in regional Western Australia.

The Regional Grants Scheme is aimed at bigger projects to help attract investment, increase job
opportunities and improve the quality of life in the regions.

Grants ranging from $20,001 to $300,000 are available under the Regional Grants Scheme and up to
$20,000 is available under the Community Chest Fund.

This enables community, public and private organisations to fund projects that attract investment and
increase jobs, as well as improve the quality of life in the regions.

Royalties for Regions has a strong focus on supporting local-decision making and these grants will fund
strategic region-specific priorities that are driven by local communities.

In the context of this project, these grants can be made available to local councils, industry peak bodies
and even individuals, all of whom can play a valuable part in extending fibre-based infrastructure deeper
into the regional and rural areas.

Export Com etitiveness Grants

The Export Com etitiveness Grants (ECG) program is a component of the Agricultural Sciences R&D
Fund project which is focused on generating improvements in agricultural productivity and
competitiveness required for long-term profitability, sustainability and economic growth of the

Western Australian agrifood sector.

About the ECG Grants

® Individual grants of between $50 000 and $250 000 available for projects that can deliver
industry-wide benefits to the Western Australian agrifood sector.

Grants are focused on generating improvements in agricultural productivity and
competitiveness required for long-term profitability, sustainability and economic growth of the
Western Australian a rifood sector.

® Funded projects must be co pleted by 31 March 2020.

® Successful grant holders will need to make a matchi g cash contribution to the project.

® Successful projects will be selected through a competitive, merit-based process by an
independent selection panel.

« Applications will close at exactly 5pm (WST) on Friday 20 April 2018.
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Grower Group Research and Development Grants

The Agricultural Sciences Research and Development (R&D) Fund is a four-year project, administered
by DPIRD with Royalties for Regions investment and is part of the Agriculture Sciences Research and
Development Fund.

The project aims to generate long-term agricultural productivity improvements needed for
profitability and growth through:

targeted, industry-driven R&D on key productivity drivers

strategic de elopment of industry's current and prospective capability through the supply
chain; and

access to ne  markets, particularly the premium and high value Asian markets.

Grower group research and development grants are available to WA-based  rower groups and not-
for-profit, farmer-driven organisations to stimulate research and innovation along supply and value
chains so our agricultural exports remain competitive and grow their share and value in international
markets.

The program awarded $6.7 million to 16 grower groups across WA in its inaugural round.

Local Go ernment Su po t

Local government can contribute to the advancement of telecommunications throughout their region
by aggregating demand and investing cash budgeted on the basis of it being utility infrastructure,
necessary for the development of the economy, community and safety for the region.

They can also make available existing infrastructure such as water towers, buildings, etc. where

transmission systems could be located.

Private Investment

There are a number of private parties who could potentially become co-investors in increasing the

digital connectivity of agricultural regions, as long as they can foresee an ultimate return on
investment for their organisation(s), or in the case of peak bodies, their members.

Service p ovide s: Service  roviders can be encouraged to invest in the expansion of their net orks

if critical demand mass could be aggregated, and sometimes with some financial encouragement by

government.

Of the major carriers (Telstra, Optus, Vodafone), Optus has recently claimed a high level of interest in
ex anding its network in regional areas and a willingness to co-invest with government.

The NBN has indicated its interest in investigating opportunities to deliver a business grade service
where there is sufficient aggregated demand and in some cases, they require a capital contribution to

extend infrastructure beyond their current budget constraints.
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Third party providers such as Internet Service Providers (ISPs) can deliver a range of services (typically

Industry peak bodies

In relation to agriculture, Western Australia has a number of peak bodies, such as:

* WA Farmers
® Grain Industry Association of Western Australia (GIWA)

e Growers Group Alliance

Each of these organisations might be encouraged to beco e a co-investor, either in their own  ight,
or as a facilitator to encourage their members, as potential beneficiaries of improved digital
connectivity, to be willing to meet or offset some of the capital cost involved in delivering the

necessary infrastructure.

CBH Group has already demonstrated its commitment to impro ing digital connectivity throughout
the Wheat/Grain Belt through its engagement with Arc Infrastructure to investigate the viability of
developing a regional telecommunications network similar to the SuperNet established and operating

successfully for over a decade in Alberta Canada.

(Details of Alberta's SuperNet will be  resented in Deliverable 4).
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Conclusion:

For a successful expansion of digital connectivity in Western Australia s agricultural regions, the

following matters are important:

The State government must take an expert leadership role, including:
Analytical outputs on a Whole of State basis to support peak bodies who want better
communications. These analytical outputs include clear descriptions of areas that are
or will be poorly serviced, the commercial value to service providers of government
demand aggregation, and the cost to co-invest in projects with long term benefits for

regions.

• Actively seeking Federal funding, in association with West Australian regional funding,

to fund infrastructure gaps.
e Working closely with peak bodies and their membership to confirm demand and attract

funding support.
• Cooperating with local go ernment in poorly served areas to cooperate with their

constituents, aggregate their demand, seek co-investment from these organisations.

® Competitively seek funding input from carriers such as the NBN, Optus, Vocus and
others who wish to establish new Infrastructure to meet their own business

requirements.

Assessing where the State government could co-invest with any or all of the first-choice

investors above.

In practical terms, there are a number of ways that government can influence investment in
telecommunications infrastructure that are open to competitive pressure, allow a range of
interested parties to be involved in service provision, and as a last resort, the government would
become a co-investor in new infrastructure.
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WA Agricultural Digital Connectivity Infrastructure Project

Delive able 4 - National and International Approaches

Introduction: As the demand for com unications bandwidth has grown globally over the last ten
years, the delivery infrastructure in many countries has not  ept pace, and especially in regional and
rural areas where demand density is low, there are many examples of  gaps  appearing that mean
connectivity is limited and may also be e pensi e.

CISCO1 is a global network equipment company and publishes widely used forecasts of Internet
demand across the world1 2 and in summary makes the following growth forecasts for a number of

demand categories:

Consumer Internet Traffic Growth pa 2016-2020 Asi  Pacific Region
Service Category Annual Growth Cumulative Growth by 2020
Internet Video - Note 1 53% 838%
Web, email and data - Note 2 20% 248%
Overall growth 27% 330%

Table 1 - Consum r Growth Foreca t

Business Internet Traffic Gro th pa 2016 - 2020  sia Pacific Region

Service Category Annual Growth Cumulative Growth by 2020
Internet- ote 3 20% 248%
Managed Internet - Note 4 10% 61%
Mobile data - Note 5 49% 734%
Overall growth 22% 270%

Table 2 - Business Growth Forecast

Notes to the above tables

1. Already a rapidly growing area of demand with some Internet Service Providers reporting that

up to 80% of their traffic at peak times is video content. In Australia Netflix, Stan and other

entertainment services have changed the demand profile for residential demand

considerably.

2. Normal Internet use is also growing as people rely increasingly on the Internet for their

personal engagement with the world,

3. General business use of the Internet for research, webmail, etc

4. Refers to 'cloud computing  activities where business applications are in remote data servers

and need Internet access. This area of demand is growing quickly for Small to Medium

Enterprises (SMEs) and more slowly for larger corporates as local computer infrastructure

comes to end of life and is not replaced as transfer to cloud services grows.

1 https://www.cisco.eom/c/en_au/inde .html
2 https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/service-provider/visual-networking-index-vni/complete-
white-paper-cll-481360.html
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5. Mobile data refers to the use of tablets and smart phones for the conduct of business in the

business premises, on the move and at home. Very ra id growth forecast.

In summary, business and residential demand for the internet is forecast to continue to grow rapidly
by a factor of about 3 times for both categories of demand by 2020.

While it is difficult to correlate this growth  n demand with the capability of the NBN infrastructure
discussed in other deli erables, we believe that in many parts of Australia where satellite, fixed radio and
services will not be feasible for many users from the NBN.

This realisation that some parts of the community may not have their broadband demand met by the
telecommunications industry or government has led to a range of interventions by both government
and private industry in many developed nations.

Figure 1 shows the evolution of broadband delivery technologies and the shaded area shows the likely
service provider and technology options for regional and rural areas in Western Australia.

Connection
Speed

Figure 1: Technology and Speed Constraints

We have suggested in this and other deliverables that a common goal for the NBN and licensed carriers
is the provision of low cost backhaul capacity to support the delivery of broadband services. In the
following sections we provide examples of past and current initiatives to support the provision of
broadband services where it appears that leaving it to the market is not working.
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Case Study Ap roach: While our statement of work requires the presentation of international case
studies, and we have presented this information in the following sections, we have also provided
insight into national examples of market intervention as these case studies illuminate the national
environment and provide current examples of thinking on howto improve communications outcomes

in regional and rural areas.

We note that the perceived inadequacy of government funded infrastructure in cities has led to many
Gigacity  initiatives where connection speeds of IGb/s or more are considered to be essential for

commercial and industrial growth. In these cases, additional fibre optic and radio infrastructure is

deployed to overlay existing systems (such as the NBN) to provide these services.

Examples are the Gold Coast, Adelaide, Ipswich regions in Australia and Beijing, Hydrabad, Google
Fibre in parts of the US, and New Zealand where there are already several thousand Gb/s customers

on their Local Fiber Company s infrastructure.

While outside the scope of this project, the many city focussed broadband initiatives underway
confirm the need for connection speed improvements over standard services in all environments.

International Case Studies:

Alberta Canada - SuperNet
The Alberta Super et, designed to cover Alberta's large
geographical area (661,000 km2) servicing both the urban
and rural populations, as seen in figure 2, is a network of
fibre optic cables and wireless access towers that connect
public institutions across the Province (ie. schools, hospitals,
colleges, universities, libraries, and municipal offices) to a
broadband network. This was further e panded to deliver
services to homes and businesses.

The Super et consists of over 15,000 km of fibre and 1,930
km of microwave connectivity, comprised of Axia and Bell
owned fibre and network assets combined with licensed
assets from the Government of Alberta. The SuperNet is
governed by Service Alberta, a ministry of the Government of
Alberta. Its goal is to provide high-speed networking and
Internet access to enable efficient and ubiquitous delivery of
business and social services.

The SuperNet was a $295 million strategic infrastructure
investment by the Government of Alberta ($193 million) and
Bell Canada ($102 million). Construction was completed in
2005. Final costs, including subsequent extensions, were
approximately $330 million.

The initial agreement spanned 2005-2015 and was extended
from its initial 10-year term for an additional three-year period
until June 30, 2018.

Figure 2: Alberto SuperN t network

At the time of completion, the SuperNet was the first jurisdiction-wide fibre optic network in North
America.
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Findings relevant to this project: The t o key elements to take from the Alberta SuperNet are that in
order for the project to be successful there needs to be co-investment by government, further
supported by government bringing its broadband demand onto the net ork.

Google Fiber USA
Google Fiber provides fibre-to-the-premises service in the United States, providing broadband
Internet and IPTV. In mid-2016, Google Fiber had 68,715 television subscribers and was estimated to
have about 453,000 broadband customers.

An  experiment  project was implemented in 2011 in the Kansas City metro area, (including 20
suburbs) planned for an initial trial period of 3 years. Following early success, Google Fiber was
launched in December 2012. The network was then expanded to Austin, Texas and Provo. Utah, in
April 2013, with subsequent expansions in 2014 and 2015 to Atlanta, Charlotte, the
Triangle, Nashville, Salt Lake City, and San Antonio.

Figure 3: Google Fiber current and planned sites

On August 10, 2015, Google announced Its intention to restructure the company moving central
services and products into a new umbrella corporation, Alphabet Inc. As part of this restructuring
plan, Google Fiber would ultimately (2017) become a subsidiary of Alphabet, part of the Access and
Energy business unit.

In October 2016, all expansion plans were put on hold and some jobs were cut. Google Fiber
continued to pro ide service in the cities where it was already Installed.

However, since 2017 there appears to have been a resurgence with new locations planned as seen in
figure 3 above. Google Fiber currently offers five options, depending on location: a free Internet
option, a 100 Mbit/s option, a 1 Gbit/s Internet option, and an option including television service (in
addition to the 1 Gbit/s Internet) and an o tion for home phone.
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Findings relevant to this p oject: Google Fiber demonstrated the importance of starting with a  proof
of concept', and confirms that without co-investment by government, the project is unlikely to be
viable.

Rural Broadband Initiati e (RBI) New Zealand
The latest Quarterly Broadband Deployment update (Dec 2017) shows that over 506,000 users are
connected to ultra-fast broadband (UFB) which is delivering up to 1,000 megabits per second at
present via direct fibre optic premises connection.

In total, more than 1.25 million New Zealand households and businesses have access to UFB and 40%
of those who have access are actually connected. There was a 10% uptake In connections between
September and December 2017,  said Minister Curran.

In August 2017 a $270 million communications  infrastructure package was announced to further
extend the UFB, along with the Rural Broadband Initiative (RBI) and Mobile Black Spot Fund (MBSF).

$130 million is allocated to extend the UFB build to around 190 new towns and fast-track the UFB
deployment schedule by two years, aiming for nationwide completion by the end of
2022.

Up to $140 million is allocated to the second phase of RBI and MBSF.

Improved rural broadband infrastructure will be extended to more than 70,000  ew Zealand
households and businesses, and around 1,000 kilometres of state highways and more than 100 tourist
areas will receive new mobile coverage. This is on top of the $150 million that had already been
allocated for the second phase of RBI and MBSF.

By the end of 2022, fibre-to-the-premises will be available to 87% of the New Zealand population in
390 towns and cities.

Boosting digital connectivity in rural communities is among the Government's key objectives. In the
first Rural Broadband Initiative (RBI), 154 new towers were built and 387 existing towers upgraded.
Over 110,000 copper lines were upgraded. As a result, 304,574 users are now able to connect, of which
122,805 users are already connected.

We'll focus on the harder to reach areas and I'll be looking not just at access but at how quickly
connectivity can be delivered to rural and isolated areas,  Minister Curran added.

With RBI Phase 1 Deployment completed, the next step forward for RBI is to deliver new or improved
broadband to 70,000 additional rural households and businesses.

More than 1,000 kilometres of state highways and in excess of 100 tourism locations will receive new
0bi!e coverage.

Crown Infrastructure Partners manages the UFB program and is managing the contractual
arrangements for the RBI2 and Mobile Black Spot Fund programmes and has entered into contracts
with the Rural Connectivity Group (RCG) and with a number of wireless Internet service providers to
deliver rural programmes.

Findings relevant to this p oject: A key reason for the limited success of the initial Regional Broadband
Initiative was that there were only limited performance objectives and little measurement by

government following completion of the new RBI services. This has led to a greater focus on measured
success criteria for the second RBI program and the newer RCG initiative.
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National Case Studies:

Ereon / Energy Queensland / Nexium
Nexium Telecommunications was established in 2003 as a wholly-owned subsidiary of Ergon Energy,
which supplies electricity to 97 per cent of the state. Ergon Energy is now part of the Energy
Queensland Group under Energy Queensland Limited, a Queensland Government owned
corporation.

Built into the Ergon Energy and Energex electricity networks is commercial grade high-capacity fibre
optic infrastructure, with large fibre footprints in many regional towns and communities.

Nexium Telecommunications offers high-speed broadband connecti ity at competitive prices in many
regional communities but has been constrained by local connection costs and timing issues which
often allows a competitive bid to be made to the client. For some time  exium had a low conversion
rate of proposals to sales.

exium offers regional Queensland operators:

® Competitively priced fibre optic telecommunications connecting operations in regional areas
® Expertise to help customers design customised solutions

Findings relevant to this project: Ergon (through Nexium) had the opportunity to bring togethe  a
number of disa  re ated networ s, offering a pricing policy slightly under the current rates (Telstra s).
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•  ictrack
As the owner of  ictoria s public transport assets, Victrack sees supporting
telecommunications network performance as a core business.

As a licensed carrier, Victrack provides a range of telecommunications solutions for
government and transport partners to support operational systems and business
communications.

It offers high speed uncapped and uncontested access to business-grade Internet, and fixed
and mobile phones, as well as hosted phone services. Its range of packages includes provision
for single integrated voice telephone service through to an enhanced unified communications
solution delivering a business-wide solution.

With its network infrastructure capabilities, it is able to deliver a range of data platforms to
meet individual business needs, including Layer 2 or 3, point-to-point, point-to-multipolnt,
ethernet and Internet at speeds ranging from 100Mbps to lOGbps.

Findings relevant to this   oject: While Victrack was able to provide customers with dark fibre at
commercially acceptable prices, virtually all its fibre assets are located along rail corridors requiring
considerable investment in  tail circuits' in order to reach customer demand. This has proven to be

both costly and time consuming, failing to meet market requirements.

• NSW Gove nment
The NSW Government is planning to take up a new initiative to fund the creation or
expansion of small telcos in regional and rural areas.

In October 2017, Deputy Premier and Minister for Regional  SW, John Barilaro unveiled a $50
million scheme to improve telecommunications infrastructure in under-served regions of the
state.

The funds are drawn from a $1.3 billion regional growth fund announced in the 2017 state
budget.

They will be accessible by local government, regional organisations, industry and community
organisations from 93 regional council areas.

The project is intended to build upon the success of the federal government's mobile
blackspots scheme, to which the NSW government contributed $39 million.

But unlike that scheme, where the funds were distributed between the three main mobile
telcos - Telstra, Optus and Vodafone - the NSW Government plans to invest in small, niche
telcos that want to ser e local co  unities.

"We're interested in working with small technology com anies that can deliver at a very local,
ranular level," Minister Barilaro said.

Speaking at the launch of the fund, Minister Barilaro said it would be used to "work through
mobile blackspots right across  SW" and "look at opportunities off the back of the  BN".

Findings relevant to this project: The NSW Government is aiming to help service provider /
distribution companies in regional areas to provide their services to customers, as government
recognises the value of encoura ing this type of service provider to deliver their particular services
into regional communities.
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Conclusions:

History

There is long history of government intervention In the telecommunications industry, initially to
establish the necessary basic infrastructure for telephony and then video and data services over the

last 100+ years.

The goal of governments is to encourage competition in all markets as they mature and in time to
back out of intervention and let normal competitive forces drive cost competition and innovation. This
has been largely successful in Australia where in cities and urban areas there is good competition in

fixed and wireless broadband and mobile services.

Largely because of the large size of the country and highly dispersed population, and the dominant
market role held by Telstra in regional and rural areas, it became obvious in the early part of this
century that further intervention in the market was necessary to help equalise access to consumers
and to address the Telstra market domination in these areas.

In addition, it was becoming obvious that all forms of telecommunications were becoming digitised
(voice, video and data) and so network consolidation Into large high capacity digital systems was
beginning to be necessary for all the service providers.

The National Broadband Network (NBN) was launched in 2008 to become the new ubiquitous
broadband network that all service providers could use to deliver digital services. In addition to
bringing in new competition to the retail market, the NBN would avoid network overbuilding in cities
and help to expand coverage in regional and rural areas where infrastructure competition would be
unlikely to occur. In 2018 there is widespread concern that the NBN cannot and will not meet
connectivity requirements in regional and rural areas, and our previous deliverables have described
the demand and potential shortfalls that result from NBN budget constraints.

Current Status

In other developed countries, there have been regular recent and current interventions in
telecommunications markets by both government and private sector investors who see the need and
opportunity to meet the accelerating needs for digital connectivity. We have described these activities
in this document and note that many of the options for the West Australian government set out in
these documents are proven at some level in Australia and overseas, so case studies are relevant.

Government has a number of intervention options that can be used in combination or singly as

follows:

1. Lobby the Australian Government and the NBN to improve their investment in Western
Australia to better meet the connectivity needs of regional and rural areas. While this should
be done in a consistent and constructive manner to ensure the case for improved connectivity
remains clearly in front of the Government, it is unlikely that the NBN will be able to reallocate
budget to areas of need because they are already budget constrained and under pressure

from many areas in Australia.
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2. Aggregate State Government demand and seek agreement from local government to also
aggregate their demand in areas where new infrastructure is needed. This approach, based
on an agreement to a committed demand for a fixed term can support new investment in the

region.

3. Provide access to government telecommunications resources including fibre optic cables,
radio masts and buildings at cost plus pricing to lower the cost of entry for new infrastructure
providers. This reduces investment costs for infrastructure investors and may take the form
of a Nominated Carrier Declaration (NCD) that allows service providers to use government
assets as if they were an essential part of their network.

4. Seek fund ng support from the Australian Government from a variety of funds that support
investment in regional infrastructure.

5. Encourage third parties - industry, service providers and local government to cooperate to
invest in new infrastructure.

6. Finally, where gaps still appear in the provision of essential telecommunications
infrastructure, be prepared to invest State Government funds such as co-investing with the
NBN, carriers and/or private industry in bringing new projects to a level of financial viability

that justifies their implementation.
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WA Agricultural Digital Connectivity Infrastructure Project

Deliverable 5 - Identify and Advise on Co-investment Opportunities 
Partnerships and Leveraged Funding Options that Can Ensure that
the Investment Model for Telecommunications Infrastructure

Improvements Has no Ongoing Liability for the State

Introduction: This is the last of five deliverables for this project which aims to advise government on
a range of intervention options to improve services in regional and rural areas in Western Australia.

Figure 1 shows how the first four deliverables provide input to this last deliverable. Note that two

additional deliverables have been developed to support this project, shown to the right of Deliverable
4. We developed a database of the local government areas in the wheatbelt area as an overlay to the
mapping carried out by the Department and Gravelroad to show telecommunications assets. This
database helps to identify areas of the greatest potential return if high capacity broadband services
were available. In addition, we carried out extensive market sounding to understand how industry
participants might support a range of government initiatives to improve communications in regional

and rural areas.

Review the Current
egulato y

Framework and
Polic  Condition 

Delive able 1

Determine
Co petition and
Market Access

egulations

Delive able 2

Reco mend Policy,
Regulatory and
Action Principles

Deli erable 3

Identify and Advise
on Codn est ent
Opportunities,
Pa tnerships and
Leveraged Funding
O tion 

Deli e abl  5

Rovlow
International and
National
Approaches (case
studies)

Deli e able 4

Figure 1 - Deliverables and their Relationships

This document summarises the learnings from the first four deliverables and then suggests a range of
co-investment options that meet some or all of the conditions set for intervention options.
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Gove  ment Role and Draft Policy Statements:

The WA Government, in considering a range of intervention options to improve communications
services in regional and rural areas, can influence the major industry players as an expert facilitator of
cooperation between the groups shown in figure 2. The following notes describe these relationships
and the role that government can adopt as a neutral and expert telecommunications influencer and

investor:

Link 1 - The normal wholesale - retail

relationship between the NBN and

licensed carriers. The IMBN dominates

much of the telecommunications

industry through its requirement to

deliver broadband services to all

Australians. Its problems are widely

documented but in regional and rural

areas many local government areas (over

40 in the wheatbelt area) will move from

ADSL ser ices to satellite connections.

The WA Government believes that

terrestrial services (fixed wireless, FTTP,

FTTC and FTTN) will provide better

service experiences than satellite due to
.... , . .. . Figure 2 - Government Relationship in the Telecommunications Industryits latency, future congestion and u

capacity limitations. Our advice however, is to support the NBN wherever possible and there are clear

benefits for government and the State in any intervention options considered by government because

the NBN has:

• Significant economies of scale

• Provides access to many Retail Service Providers (RSPs)

Link 2 - recent discussions with the  B  in Perth indicates a new willingness to cooperate  ith

government and peak bodies to change service delivery infrastructure (e.g. fixed wireless from

satellite) if the increase in cost is funded by the interested parties. This relationship between the

government and the NBN is important where government acts as an expert bro er with a range of

peak bodies representing communities who seek better connectivity, and with carriers and service

providers who also wish to provide services to customers that may be NBN based, or which may be

higher speed services that the NBN does not offer.

Link 3 - in the same way that government is fostering NBN engagement with communities and service

providers, it can and should act as an independent and expert advisor to carriers who wish to engage

with re ional and remote areas. We have emphasised in previous documents that current investment
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in mobile services networks is high  ith carriers, especially as they establish 4G/5G upgrades to their

mobile networks. These drivers can help establish competition for mobile services (including NB-loT

infrastructure across mobile networks). The same infrastructure (backhaul and radio towers) needed

to extend mobile networks can - through co-investment arrangements, be used for NBN network

extension, ISP services delivery, and direct fibre or microwave radio connections to sites requiring high

capacity beyond the NBN service capacity.

Link 4 - the government is often under pressure from industry peak bodies to help improve

telecommunications services in communities that are poorly served by existing infrastructure and the

NBN plans. Where these pressures can be aligned with industry ambitions (NBN and the carriers),

there may be opportunities to facilitate cooperation. In a later section we discuss several intervention

options and how government may address an equitable approach to the industry and peak bodies and

communities.

Lin  5 - where costs can be reduced to access community demand, new service providers will be

incentivised to offer services in regional and rural areas. This will be more likely to occur where

common infrastructure is used by a variety of organisations, so that capacity costs are reduced. The

government correctly identifies fibre optic cables as having the high capacity and marginal cost of

increasing capacity needed to reduce the cost of backhaul services to regional and rural areas, in our

proposal to the department, we used a simple illustration of the economics of service provision for

I ,1 Equipment Costs

l    I Operational Costs

L Bac haul Costs

Figure 3-Simple Telecommunications Infrastructure Economi s

Any telecommunications service provider seeking to extend its network reach through the

installation of new infrastructure will carry out the following assessments:

1. Customer Revenues - how much of the available market in the service area is accessible to

the service provider? How much of the market can be won by the ne  provider? This sets a

target revenue goal.

2. What are the equipment and operating costs to establish the new infrastructure? In general,

as networks converge and operations are centralised, these costs are reducing.

3. Backhaul costs refer to the cost of connecting the remote site into to a service provider s

network. In many cases, it is bac haul costs that are the biggest factor in the investment

decision for infrastructure in a new region, and it is generally agreed in government that if

there is one area where greater investment in new services can be encouraged, it is through

intervention to reduce the cost of backhaul services.
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In Deliverable 1 we advised that the government (state and local) can take a non-service related role

in the deployment of new telecommunications infrastructure in the following ways that do not require

any telecommunications licensing or related regulatory risk:

1. Aggregate government demand and facilitate demand aggregation with peak bodies such that

base level demand revenues are raised for a service provider to be confident to invest in new
y '

infrastructure. The aggregated demand would be held for a number of negotiated years

before being made available for competitive offer.

2. Offer the use of government assets1 and coordinate access to non-government assets to

reduce infrastructure costs. These assets include fibre optic cables, radio infrastructure

(masts, towers, buildings, water towers, grain silos, power access etc). Note that the use of

these assets may require the acquisition of a Nominated Carrier Declaration ( CD) that allows

a licensed carrier to use the assets as if they were their own, to comply with their own carrier

license.

3. Industry brokerage, whereby the government facilitates cooperation between peak bodies,

carriers (including the NBN) and its own agencies. This approach can bring synergies to new

opportunities that the telecommunications industry and its participants are unlikely to

identify and achieve acting independently.

4. Lobbying and attracting federal government funding, policy change and new strategies to

support investment in new infrastructure. Western Australia has been very successful in

attracting black spot funding for new mobile base stations and this approach can be extended

to funding via grants and loans for new infrastructure.

5. Finally - it is widely agreed that the options above for market intervention will be considerably

enhanced through co-investment by government in new infrastructure. This willingness and

ability to invest brings powerful influence to a number of project options that will be discussed

later.

In conclusion - government does not  ish to become an active partici ant in the tele ommunications

industry as a carrier license holder, or to hold any equity in such organisations unless the result is an

open access netwo k that is sup orted by all or  ost carriers.

1 Note: it would be very helpful if a  whole of government  list of suitable assets could be assembled across the
o ning agencies. This list of potentially suitable telecommunications assets may ha e significant value in
reducing the cost to deploy new infrastructure.
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This leads to a proposed policy statement for government intervention in telecommunications

markets and infrastructure investment as follows:

Polic  - to influence the telecomm nications market and investment c iteria to improve
telecommunications services in Western Australia.  

To support this position, the government has agreed that:

Re  latory Risk Minimisation - the government will only intervene in the telecommu ications
market where the e  re little or no telecommunications regulatory obligations that a ply to
government because the gover ment wants minimal risk and to part er with appropriate industry
players who have the expertise to manage regulatory risk.  

This decision leads to an intervention approach for the telecommunications market:

Action Principles - to actively explore current opportunities to support the installation of  ew
infrastructure - discussion on one current opportunity as a case study. 

This decision leads to an intervention approach for the telecommunications market based on three
case studies that are discussed in the next section, to illustrate how government acting as expert
broker and co-investor, along with the telecommunications industry and industry peak bodies, a
range of solutions can be developed to deliver increased broadband connectivity to the regional and
rural areas of the state.

Case Studies:

The government, in considering a range of intervention options to improve communications services
in regional and rural areas, can be located among the major industry players and
telecommunications demand as an expert facilitator of cooperation between the groups shown in
figure 2. The following notes in table 1 describe these options and their compliance with these
requirements:

Case Study Policy Compliance Re ulatory Ris Action Principles
1 - Mobile Networ 
Extension Into
Wheatbelt-4-6
base stations

Good - influence mobile
carrier  NBN, Wireless ISP
and local peak body to
aggregate demand.

Low if business case shows
a financial cont ibution is
necessary.

Coordinate via mobile service
provider an  NB  to achieve new
competitive mobile co erage and
potentially  BN fixed wireless
instead of satellite.  ireless ISP
also Interested.

2 - Fibre cable Good - influence route to
ensure points of
interconnect in a number
of regional centres. Likely
NB  backhaul client,
mobile carrier client.

Low if business case shows
a financial contribution is
necessary.

Work with cable pro ider - their
business case does not stack up, so
they need an additional fixed or
recurring financial input to make
the project  iable.
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Case Study Policy Com liance R  ulatory Ri k ction Prin i le 
3-Transfer NBN
satellite to fixed
wireless and/or cable
distribution-re iew
40+ LGAs where this
Is going to happen.

Good - Influence mobile
carrier, Wireless ISP and
local peak bodies to
ag regate de and. NBN
needs low cost backhaul
to change policy.

Unclear - one option is to treat
each affected LGA as a project
with the NBN and several fibre
providers and assess the cost
delta. Prioritise by cost and
benefit. Bringing in mobile
service provider(s) may help to
prioritise.

Assess costs and benefits as a
project and approach mobile
carrier-similar In approach
to the first case study here.

4 - The town of
Albany has limited
competitive fiber
access and a
connection from
Katannlng to Albany Is
only 180 m. A cable
that offered open
access would have
value to the NBN,
Optus, ISPs etc

Good - would benefit a
number of telecoms
organisations.

Low if business case shows a
financial contribution is
necessary,

Assess costs and benefits as a
project and approach mobile
carriers, NBN, ISPs- similar in
approach to the first case
study here.

Table 1 - Case Study Examples

Partnershi s, Co-investment and Leveraged Funding Options:

Partnerships have no requirement for cash input or debt funding from government, but invol e
demand aggregation, stakeholder coordination, business modelling and potentially the commitment
of government demand at agreed prices for a fixed term to help make the project viable.

Partnership Activities Partner Examples Risk and  e ard
Telecommunications service
providers coordination with demand
aggregation via peak bodies - case
study 1 above.

Mobile carrier, NB , CBH,
wireless ISP.

This project may be self-funding if ail parties
cooperate with government leading the
business modelling. Low risk other than the
use of government resources to coordinate the
participants and business modelling. If there is
a financial gap, this will be identified during
this work.

Fibre optic cable IMMIIMiMMilW
- case study 3 above.

Cable provider, other users -
NBN, government, mobile
service providers.

This project may be self-funding if additional
demand and revenues can be added to the
base revenues for the project.

Co-investment may be necessary where service providers cannot make the project viable even after
the partnership activities above have been applied. The investment  gap  has been closed as far as
possible by the partnership activities listed above. In general, before co-investment is considered,
the government prefers the following project characteristics:

• Infrastructure for which the investment is made is 'open access , does not require
government to become a service provider or to be responsible in any way for the service
provider s performance,

® The government investment asset is passive (i.e. dark fibre), has a long life and low
maintenance,

® The operator of the asset is able to pay government for the use of the asset,
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Any failure to use the asset to provide enhanced telecommunications services can result in
the government transferring the asset to another operator.

Co-in estment Activities Partner Examples Ris  and Re ard

Telecommunications service
providers coordination with
demand aggregation via peak
bodies - case study 1 above. In
this case there will be a fund ng
shortfall following the application
of partnership activities that
maximize opportunity and
minimize cost.

Cable provider, other users
- NBN, government, mobile
service providers.
Effectively at a partnership
level, this is the government
helping to add demand to
make the project more
viable.

This project may be self-funding if all
part es cooperate with government
leading the business modelling. Low risk
other than the use of government
resources to coordinate the participants
and business modelling. If there is a
financial gap, this will be identified
during this work.

Leveraged Funding may be necessary  here service providers cannot make the project viable even
after the partnership activities above have been applied, and government cannot or is un illing to
meet all of the  gap  in funding required to make the project viable. This means that government
would consider a debt funding approach, potentially because of the size of the project and its
relatively large funding requirements.

Le era ed Funding Activities Partne  Ex m les Ris  and Re ard

Identifying significant benefits from
a project and determining that
debt funding is an appropriate
investment by go ernment. This
approach is common for
government with large capital
works in other areas such as port
facilities, major pipeline routes and
other capital intensive projects that
are vital to the economic and social
values of the community.

A large fibre optic cable
network that will connect
many more areas than are
contemplated in the
partnership and co¬
investment approached
discussed earlier.

Risk in this type of project is high in
terms of telecommunications
infrastructure when compared to the
more traditional large asset
investments via leveraged funding.
Government would expect to hold
ownership of the fibre optic assets for
example, if the operating business were
to fail.
The positive of leveraged funding is that
large projects can be undertaken and
significant benefit would be delivered
to regional and rural communities.
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Figure 4 shows the progressive in olvement of government as an expert telecommunications

facilitator.

Here we show and increasing level of commitment from government as the financial viability of a

project decreases. In the case of Partnerships, the government acts as an independent facilitator with

telecommunications expertise to bring parties together to share assets, aggregate demand and help

with business modelling. Some projects may proceed in this way without a need for co-investment.

Where the business case development work in this first stage of wor  indicates there is a need for co¬

investment by government, this could

be on the basis of loan guarantee,

loan, equity input or  rant from

government. Finally, there may be

some opportunities to build a larger

telecommunications asset base and

leveraged (debt) fundin  is the only

option. There is a need to assess the

financial and community value for all

projects and all of the engagement

options in a way the includes financial

and community benefits, rather than

rely only on potential financial return

for government.

Figure 4 -Telecommunications Engagement Options
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Next Steps

This project has identified a range of options for government intervention, and our recommendation

is that there are opportunities for successful infrastructure projects to be investigated, costed and

considered.

Government has a number of unique values to bring to identifying opportunities for better broadband

services in regional and rural areas:

Neutrality - the government s motives are unlikely to be in doubt

Expertise - with some help the government can present an expert position to the industry

showing an understanding of infrastructure, costs, users and economic benefits

Facilitation of demand aggregation, third party fundin  (e.g. Federal government), access to

government assets that drive down costs

® Co-funding to help ma e valuable projects cost effective

This project has also identified four potential  rojects as shown in table 1 earlier. These projects

involve a number of organisations that we believe are likely to cooperate through the application of

the four values above that the government brings to this approach to the market.

Because of the need to provide equity of access to any government support, from demand aggregation

and asset use to co-investment funding, we suggest an Expression of Interest (EOI) approach to the

market that is intended to identify projects such as the four in table 1 and others. The following

structure of the EOI might be:
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